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I. The program described in this report was directed by the George C.
Marshall Space Flight Center of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. The program was initiated to obtain an accurate
altitude measuring instrument for use in the SATURN test vehicles.
This instrument is required in order to determine altitude in areas
here tracking stations are not available. Contract NAS8-2459,
covering the design, fabrication, and delivery of altitude measur-
ing equipment for use in the SATURN vehicle, was awarded to Ryan
Electronics in August, 1961. The contract was divided into three
phases of work which are s_mnarized below:
Phase I - During Phase I, the contract required the design and
fabrication of a breadboard altimeter model_ the design
i of an engineering prototype model, and the documentation
of a testing program.
Phase II - During Phase II, fabrication and testing of the engineer-
ing prototype was required. Upon approval of the test
results, two production prototypes were to be fabricated. •
One production prototype was to be qualified at Ryan
Electronics, and the other to be delivered to MarshallL
Space Flight Center. During this period, two full scale
mock-ups were to be delivered to MSFC.
Phase III- During Phase III, two production units for use as SATURN
vehicle flight components were to be fabricated. Also
during this period, the final documentation consisting
of dra_rlngsand brief operating instructions were to be
prepared and submitted to MSFC.
A. TECHNICAL APPROACH. The basic technical approach to the design
of an accurate altitude measuring system was based upon the accurate
measurement of elapsed time between a transmitted pulse and a re-
ceived pulse reflected from the earth's surface. The time measured
between the transmitted and received pulses is available in digital
form for recording or for telemetering back to ground stations. The
basic requirements of the design included a light weight package
i
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which stipulated a fairly low power transmitter. In order to
achieve the altitude requirements, and still maintain low power,
a range delay tracker was stipulated for use in the Altimeter.
All design parameters are very conservative in order to maintain
highest reliability. The Altimeter was designed in modular form
to permit changes without complete redesign. This design approach
also enabled the maximum use of specialized subcontractors who could
deliver equipment in the shortest possible time.
1. Design Criteria. The design parameters of the Model 520
Radar Altimeter were selected to provide the precision
and reliability required. A detailed study of the reflec-
tivity problems was made to obtain the most careful estimate
of expected signal attenuation. Each of the radar system
parameters, pulse width, antenna gain, operating frequency,
transmitter power, receiver noise figure_ and receiver band-
width were simultaneously optimized for the _ mission.
The design criteria which evolved from the system study are
listed below:
Fixed beams sufficiently wide to accommodatenominal
attitude changes.
Short pulse sufficiently narrow to provide the required
accttracy.
Low noise receiver.
High clock frequency to provide the required resolution.
Maximum economical transmitter peak power.
Maximum efficiency in signal processing.
Simultaneously optimized parameters.
High operational reliability and conservative signal to
noise ratio requirements.
High equipment reliability.
Conservative design safety margins.
Operational performance evaluated b_ conservative
reflectivity model.
Modular packe_Ing.
Minimum weight.
Minimum power consumption.
2
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!2. Prellmlnar_ Considerations. The preliminary design study
determi:_edthat the Altimeter must be a pulse system to
satisfy the Joint requirements of a 30" minimum beam width
and high precision at high altitudes. The wide beam, short
pulse design is characterized by high precision, which is
independent of altitude. In order to achieve high precision,
the pulse width must be short end the signal attenuation may
be expected to be in the order of 153 DB. In order to over-
come such large attenuation values, the highest economical
value of transmitter power must be achieved and particular
care must be taken to achieve low detection noise figures.
A reasonable weight was considered for such an altimeter
'_ and the maximum economical antenna aperture was used; and
then the operating frequency, the transmitted power, and
the receiver noise figure were simultsreously optimized, m
The signal processing circuit was designed to provide high iw
operational reliability at relatively low signal to noise
ratios. The signal processing circuit was designed to pro-
o vide high precision end the required resolution.
3. Pulse Width. The basic factor in limiting the error of a
wide beam short pulse altimeter is the pulse width. To
achieve the desired accuracy, the pulse width must be as
short as possible. However, the high altitude signal to
noise ratio will be proportional to the square of the pulse
width. The pulse width must therefore be as large as possi-
ble, limited only by consideration of a resultant error.
Two basic sources of error were considered, receiver noise
and the shape of the derivative of the returned pulse lead-
mE
ing edge. Early design studies have shown that the signal
processing circuit will fluctuate approximately 10% of the
pulse width for a reasonable signal to noise ratio. Another
source of error is the fact that the shape of the returned
pulse leading edge is uncertain because the ocean is not
always a homogeneous scatterer. In order to meet the
3
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required accuracy of ±i00 feet, a pulse width of 1.0
microsecond was chosen.
4. Antenna Requirements. The antenna was designed and built
by Marshall Space Flight Center, however, the design parsm-
eters of the antenna were provided by Ryau Electronics.
The following considerations were made in determining the
design parsmeters of the antenna:
The attitude of the SATURN vehicle is to be maintained
within ±ii" around a known mean attitude. In order to
avoid the complexity and weight of a st:_bilizedantenna,
a fixed antenna design was desired. Consequently, the
antenna beam width must be approximately 30". This
limits the maximum antenna gain to 15 DB. The specific
antenna parameters were optimized with other parameters
such as transmitter power noise figure and operating
frequency. The final proposed design of the antenna
provided a gain of 15 DB with a VHNR of 1.25 max. and
a beam width of 30".
5. Reflectivlt_ and Sisal Attenuation. Experimental data
available on radar return over water is limited to altitudes
far below those required for the SATURN Altimeter. There-
fore, considerable extrapolation in altitude is required.
Data from most available sources has a large spread and
agreement between these sources is very poor. It has been
very difficult to recognize the correct theoxmtical reflec-
tivity model among the several that have been advanced.
Therefore, Ryau Electronics chose a conservative theoretical
model for extrapolation and has compared it with the best
available data and determined a reflectivlty coefficient
which places the model near the lower bound of the mean
data value.
4
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6. Signal to Noise Ratio Re_ulrements. The signal to
noise ratio requirement for the tracker gate generator
is determined by the desired response time and the
desired operational reliability. Acc,_acy is also related
to signal to noise ratio, but in the design the accuracy
is sufficient for any of the signal to noise ratios con-
sidered. Figure 1 shows the calculated probability of
loss of lock as a function of the signal to noise ratio
and the response time. The standard of reliability was
chosen very conservatively to be 5 X i0"S probability of
loss of lock for a forty minute operating time. Also,
i the design called for a 0.4 _econd time constant for the
Altimeter with a prf of 144 pulses per second. The nor-
realizedtime constant would be 56 pulse intervals. Con-
sequently, it h_s been determined that 8 DB is a conser-
vative signal to noise ratio requirement. Practical
eq,Aipment limitations have determined a signal to noise
ratio of approximately l0 DB. This figure still allows
a consLderable safety margin.
7. 0pti_4m S_stem Parameters. 0rigLu_dldesign studies of
the ave[lable transmitter power _,_ _,chievablenoise
figure o_r the frequency baud e:_t_ding from 400 to
2,000 MC indicated that certain p_;Antswhere the equip-
ment weight increase per un__ per performance increase
is not economical. It was determined that equipment
limited in weight to approximately 25 pounds could not
reasonably accommodate trausmitter power of greater
than i0 KW. The practical design objectives for the
transmitter power was 8 KW at 400 MC and 5 KW at 2,000
MC, _ming the GL-6897 oscillator. Noise figures of from
5 to ii DB for triodes and 7.5 DB for mixers are available
in this band. Practical design objectives for the noise
figure were approximately 6 DB at _0 MC and 8 _ at 2,000
_, using a low noise crystal mixer. Considerations were
5
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Applicable System Parameters
1,;"A IF Bsadwtdth 1. S6 mc
Video Bandwidth 0. _7.5 mc
Pulse Width 0 8 j_s
Range Gste Width 1 6 j_e
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Reli£bfllty
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given to the use of parametric amplifiers but because
of the weight increase, this approach _s not followed.
The required signal to noise ratio, the signal attenua-
tion, the receiver bandwidth, and the various losses due
to the duplexer and necessary cabling, were combined to
solve for the optimum system parameters. These parameters
were determined to be approximately 2 KMC for the operat-
ing frequency, 5 KW for the transmitter power, lO DB for
the noise figure, and 15 DB for the antenna gain. The
transmitter frequency of 1.61 EMC was assigned by the
FCC for use in the Model 520 Radar Altimeter.
8. Digital Output Circuitry. The requirement to provide the
f
, altitude in digital form for use in telemetry equipment was
a prerequisite in determining basic digital processing cir-
cuitry. The basic paxameters of the digital processing
circuits are the read-out rate, the counting rate, the time
stability, au_ the number of bits. The read-out rate and
the binary stability were specified by MSFC. The number of
_, bits were determined from the specified operating altitude,
once the cotmting rate was determined. The counting rate,
however, was optimized with other system parameters. The
counting rate was designed to be sufficiently high to make
the resultant altitude quantizatlon have negligible effect
on the equipment performance. Since receiver noise fluctu-
ation account for approximately 50 feet of error, it was de-
termined that quantization values of 35 or 36 feet would
satisfy the requirement. The counting rate therefore could
be approximately 14 megacycles. For higher resolutions,
MSFC required the use of a 20 megacycle counting rate.
B. GENERAL FACTUAL DATA. This section presents deviations of the
basic theoretical concept upon which the performauce analysis and
the Altimeter design were founded. The classical model for Lambert
backscattering, the method for calculating the signal to noise ratio
requirements and a simplified mathemathal study of the Range Tracker
are discussed.
7
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i. Lambert Law Backscattering. Radar return by backscatterlng ,_
from an extended surface occurs through the summation of the
power scattered toward the receiving antenna by small elements
of the surface. The scattering element may scatter in a
certain direction as implied by Lambert's Law for which the 0_
4
pattern follows a cosine law with the maximum at normal in-
i:
cidence angle e and range R is PtG c_s e dA
4_R
where Pt is the transmitter power and G is the antenna gain
in the direction of s_gle e . A fraction K of the incident
power is scattered into the upper hemisphere so that the power
density at the aute_ma due to scattering from A is
K Pt G cos 8dAf (8)
(4
Where f (@) is the scattering pattern. For Lambert's Law
scattering f(@ ) is 4 cos @ . (The 4 is required to satisfy
the necessary condition that the sum of the energy scattered
in all directions be equal to K times the incident energy.)
The microwave energy received at the antenna terminals from
dA is
4K P G z k z Zcos O d.A.,
t
14 13R4
Assuming a rectangular transmitted pulse shape and a wide
beam antenna, the surface area illuminated initially advances
in time from a point to a circle Of increasing diameter. When
the pulse trailing edge reaches the surface the circle reaches
its maximum diameter. After this time the circle becomes an
expanding annulus including nearly constant surface area.
The return power reaches a maximum when the expanding circle
reaches its maximum. The incidence angle e subtended by
o
the radius of this mircle is given by
O = arc sec (1  c._.¢) _ c -r
o 2h h
8
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The peak of the re_urn power is found by integrating over
the solid angle defined by 0 to e in incidence and 0 to 2
o R2in azimuth, assuming axial symmetry. Using dA = cos e
sin e dO d_ where _ is .azimuthangle, the returned power
peak is
2_ e
Sofof P d_ 4K Pt cZ G2 k2 3-- cos e sm e der 0 , , .
14_13Rz
k2
_ where G /4_ As the receiving cross section of the antenna.
For e small, G may be assumed constant. Substituting foro
:, the altitude h = R cos e,
p 4K Pt GZ k2 f_W _0 e
= de o 5cos O si_:e de
r 3 h2(4w)
Integrating and using the approximations cos6 e _ i -30 2
o o
and e -_ sin e gives, finally, for Po o r
K P G 2 k2 cv
P = t
r " i4w)2''h3
9
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2. Signal to Noise Ratio. The Model 520 Radar Altimeter is
capable of acquiring and tracking with a peak return power
of -86 DBM or less. This is equivalent, under the worse con-
dition, to a signal to noise power ratio in the IF Amplifier
of 14.6 DB. The minimum expected signal to noise ratio at
250 statute miles over sea as shown below is 12.7 DB. The
signal to noise ratio in the IF Amplifier is given by
SIN=KP, QZ_Z cT
La16"_ h- FK is the Ls_bert _.atterlng coefficient at normal incidence
over sea. It is conservatively estimated as 0 DB for high
alti,;udesbased on measurements reported by Ssadia Corporation.
(C. S. Williams, Jr. et. 81., "Radar Retur_ from the Vertical
For Ground and Water Surfaces" Saudia Coproration Monograph
CR-I07, April 1960). Pt is the minimum peak transmitter power
which is 5.0 KW. The antenna gain, G, is approximately I_DB
at the maximum rated pitch or roll angle (ll°). The wave
length k at 1600 megacycles is 0.61 foot, and c is the pro-
pagation velocity. The minimum pulse width 7 is 0.8 micro-
seconds. The maximum altitude, h, is 250 statute miles or
1,320,000 feet. F is the receiver noise figure, lO DB, and
kT is a constant equal to -174 DBM. The IF bandwidth, B,
is a maximum of 3.5 megacycles. Calculation of the minimum
expected signal to noise ratio is shown on the following
page.
10
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Quantity Valu_.___e Plus DB Minus DB
K 1.O 0.0
Pt 5.0 KW Min. 67.0
G2 14.0 DB Min. 28.0
k 0.61 Ft. 4.2
c 9.835 x lO8 fps 89.9
v 0.8 Ms Min. 61.0
16_ 2 22.0
h3 l,320,000 ft. 183.6
F lO.O DB lO.O DB
-1749B 174.oDB
f B 3.5_ Max. 6_5.4
358.9 346.2
Minimum expected S/N at max. altitude: 0• DB.
3. Signal Waveform. This paragraph summarizes some theoretical
j-
_ud experimental results pertaining to the return power waveform
encountered in pulse altimeters at high altitudes. It is shown
that the controlling factor in the return power waveform is the
%
scattering cross section of the terrain as a function of the
depression angle _o(e). As this function approaches an inpulse
function, the return power waveform approaches the transmitted
power waveform corresponding to specular return. If the function
•o(e) has a continuous peak at normal incidence, the return
power for pulse altimeters may appear to be specular at low
' altitudes and diffuse at high altitudes. The results expressed
above can be shown by means of a generalized function for _ (e).
o
To form a basis for these generalized results some basic equations
from the literature are given in Appendix I.
C. DETAIL FACTUAL DATA. The Ryan Model 520 Radar Altimeter has been
designed as a high altitude pulse altimeter for us? in SATURN test
vehicles to altitudes up to 250 statute miles. The Model 520 Altimeter
measures range to the reflecting surface by sensing the two way prop-
_.J
agatlon time of narrow microwave pulses between the spacecraft and the
ll
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reflecting surface. No antenna stabilization is required because
the Altimeter is designed for use with a wide beam autenna to pro-
vide broad tolerances in pitch and roll. The accuracy of the
Altimeter is not degraded by moderate attitude changes, nor by
high horizontal velocity. Table 1 below is a condensed specifi-
cation of the Model 520 Altimeter. The antenna described in the
specification is not provided by Ryau as part of the Model 520.
TABLE I
SPECIFICATION FOR RADAR ALT_
Performance
Altitude capability (over wmter) SO to 250 statute miles
Altitude accuracy +lO0 feet
Altitude data resolution 25 feet
Altitude capability $11° pitch, ±10° roll
Vertical rate capability ±25,000 ft. per second
Time accuracy ±lO milliseconds in
104 seconds
Time resolution 0.5 seconds
Environmental
Temperature -20@C to (	<'Vibration lO G's
Shock 20 G's
Acceleration 15 G's
Mounting Solid
Weight 25.9 pounds
Size 9-3/4 inches x 9 inches
x 11-1/2 inches
Pressurization 5 psig .
1966015198-016
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Electrical
Input Power 80 Watts Max.
65 Watts Average i_
Input Voltage 26 to 29.5 Volts DC
Warm-up Time 15 _inutes Max.
Transmitter Type Pulsed Triode
Cavity Oscillator
Tube Type GL-6897
Frequency 1610 Megacycles
Peak Power 5.0 KW Min.
Pulse Width 0.8 to 1.1 Microseconds
FRF 144 pps
f Antenna Beam Width 30°_ Gain 15
DB,VSWR(max)1.2_
Receiver Type - superheterodyne
Noise Figure lO DB ||
IF Center Frequency 30 megacycles
IF Bandwidth 3 + 1 megacycles |
Detector Type Square Law
Range Tracker Type - Split Gate
Tracking Range SO0 to 3000 microseconds
Maximum Tracking Rata 375 microseconds per
second
Timer Type - Gated Clock Counter
Clock Rate 21,233,664 pps.
Clock Accuracy 1 ppm
Altitude Output Type - Parallel Binary
Number of Bits 18
Sampling Rate (max) 36 words per seconds
Time Output Type - Parallel Binary
Nmnber of Bits 9
Resolution 0.5 second
13
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i. General Description
The Model 520 Radar Altimeter (see Figure 2) operates on
the principle of precision pulse radar ranging. High
sensitivity and precision are obtained through the use
of the Range Tracker which automatically acquires and
tracks the return pulses with a narrow gate, rejecting
all but a small section of the noise and interfering
signals in the receiver. The Traaker is _ensltive to
the leading edges of the return p_tlses,thus insuring
the delay time measured corresponds to the perpendicular
distance rather than an average of a delay associated with
the surface illuminated by broad beam antenna. The Altimeter
is divided into basic subassemblies as follows: Timer, Mod-
J
ulator/Power Supply, RF Assembly, IF Amplifier and Range
Tracker (see block diagram, Figure 3).
Trigger pulses for the Modulator are generate& in the Timer
by dividing the clock pulses from 21,233,664 to l_ pulses
per second. When triggered, the Modulator pulses the plate
of _he transmitter tube which generates the five kilowatt
pulses at a carrier frequency of 1610 megacycles per second.
The output of the transmitter is coupled to the duplexer aud
then to the autenna port. A sample of the transmitter output
is detected by the start pulse detector and fed to the Range
Tracker. Echos from the grottudpicked up at the antenna are
coupled via the duplexer to the mixer which is balanced to
reduce the effects of local oscillator noise. The mixer is
excited by the local oscillator which has a temperature drift
characteristic sufficiently near that of the transmitter that
au autom_tlc frequency control (AFC) circuit is not re_Aired.
' The IF AmPlifier raises the signal level a maximmn of 109 DB.
The output is normalized by automatic gain control (AGC) to
within a few DB of the constant amplitude. The Remge Tracker
14
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Ftgure 2. Model 520 Altimeter
15
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Figure 3
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processes the IF Amplifier output to "produce a voltage gate
(called the timer gate), which is equal in duration to the
delay time of the return pulses. It also provides AGC con-
trol to the IF Amplifier. Following detection aud amplifi-
cation in the IF Amplifier, the return pulses are different-
iated in the Tracker. The result being narrow pulses coin-
cident in time with the leading edges of the echo pulses.
The narrow pulses are tracked by means of @ narrow movable
gate which automatically follows the differentiated video in
time. The tracking gate is generated by means of a feedback
loop in which the previously measured delay information is
f stored. The closed loop effects a considerable smount of
smoothing on the altitude data giving a very narrow effective
noise bandwidth. Each timer gate is initiated by the start
pulse from the transmitter and terminated by the tracking
gate. Coincidence of the return pulses and the tracking gate
is sensed by a circuit which euergizes a relay (signal loss
relay) when the two coincide, i.e., when the Tracker is
locked on. When the signal and gate do not coincide, the
relay opens and the Tracker is placed in a search mode.
While in search, the Tracker automatically seeks the signal
aud locks on when gate-signal coincidence occurs. A loss of
lock is highly improbable under normal conditions but is l!
always possible because of vehicle manuevers radical enough i;ito cause loss of signal, temporary loss of primary power, etc.
The state of the signal loss _elay is made available at the
output of the Altimeter in the form of the reliability signal
which indicates when the Tracker is "locked-on". The Timer
converts the timer gate voltage (from the Tracker) to digital
form. The timer gate contro;_s a gating circuit which allows
pulses from the clock to pass to a binary counter only for
the duration of the timer gate. The counter advances, therefore,
17
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by a number proportional to the timer gate during each
pulse repetition. After four numbers have been added into
the counter, its contents are transferred to an output
register from which the altitude output is available in
parallel form. The counter is then reset to zero. The
time output is obtained by dividing the clock pulse train
from 21,233,664 to two pulses per second. The two pps pulse
train is counted continuously in a nine bit counter which is
connected directly to the parallel time output. The Timer
operates without external syac_ronization of any kind. Am
"inhibit" pulse of five milliseconds duration is provided
at the output when the altitude register is being updated.
This prevents the external read-_n circuits from attempting
to read the altitude during _ transfer operation.
2. l_oi_'emActivities. During E_ase I, Ryem Electronics
designed and constructed an electrical breadboard model
of the Radar Altimeter. A test program relative to elec-
trical check,At, environmental testing sad flight testing
was developed. Also during this period, a complete proto-
type model was designed and documented and the documentation
and test program was submitted to the Contracting Officer
for approval. A description of the design and test problems
encotmtered during Phase I are given below.
a. Early in Phase I, various subcontractors were surveyed
the following were selected to work on subassemblies
of the Model 520 Altimeter:
(1) Trek Microwave Company submittea an excellent
technical proposal and indicated that they could
meet the weight and delivery requirements for the
RF subassembly. In their proposal they indicated
that the tremsmitter frequency and the local
oscillator frequency could be tracked within 0.5
18
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megacycles over the temperature range without
an automatic frequency control circuit. For
these reasons, Trak Microwave Company was
selected to provide the RF Assembly. |
(2) LEL, Inc. was selected to provide the IF Ampli- I
rfier because they could offer an off-the-shelf
IF Amplifier with minor modifications to meet
the requirements of the Altimeter.
(3) Waugh Engineering Corporation was selected to
provide the Timer assembly. This company pro-
• posed the use of a Nekay magnetic frequency
divider for use in the countdown circuit. The
number of components used in the countdown
circuit was reduced considerably through the
use of this device.
(4) Magnetic Research Corporation was selected to
" provide the Modulator and High Voltage Power
Supply assemblies. Subsequently it was deter-
mined that the Low Voltage Power Supply could be
incorporated very economically in this assembly.
Therefore, MRC provides the Modulator and both
Power Supply assemblies.
b. Delay Error Sensor. The delay error sensor is the heart
of the Range Tracker and, therefore, this portion of the
Tracker was breadboarded very early in Phase I. The de-
lay error sensor was designed to detect the center of
gravity of the input or returned radar pulse. Figure
4 is the block diagram of the components that were
breadboarded and operated early in Phase I. A Hewlett
Packard 212A pulse generator _s used to provide a
two microsecond pulse. This pulse was used to simulate
19
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the actual return radar pulse. A Valor transformer,
type 20FB3 was used as the phase splitter. The plus
and minus pulses on the output of the phase splitter
were used as inputs to a diode switch, which in turn,
is controlled by a high speed flip-flop. The leading
edge of the output pulse from the pulse generator was
differentiated for use as a start pulse for the flip-
flop. This start pulse, in the final circuit config-
uration, was used to start the counter gate. For pur-
poses of evaluating the high speed flip-flop and diode
switching arrangement, the pulse out of the Hewlett
Packard 212Awas also fed to a delay line which pro-
vided the total delay of one microsecond. After
delay, this pulse was differentiated and the leading
edge was used as the stop pulse for the flip-flop.
In the final circuit configuration the stop pulse is
generated at the time of the center of gravity of the
leading edge of the return radar pulse. The center
of gravity of the returned radar pulse is tracked by a
circuit consisting of a gated amplifier phase splitter,
error gate, voltage summing network, pulse generator
and flip-flop. If the circuit just described is not
on the center of gravity of the return pulse, the diode
switch will detect this condition and its output will
be either a plus or minus voltage. The output voltage
from the diode switch will in turn control the time of
occurrence of the pulse from the pulse generator. When
a pulse flom the pulse generator is occurring at the
correct time, there will be a zero output from the diode I
switch _nd the center of gravity of the return pulse will
be tracked exactly.
c. Preliminary Packagin_ S_udies. Preliminary product design
indicated that a cylindrical case would be the most efficient i
means of packaging the Radar Altimeter. A cylindrical shaped
21 I
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enclosure provides superior use of material which
results in a lighter package. Comparisons of various
packages, all 600 cubic inches in volume, showed that
a nine inch diameter cylinder weighs approximately
1.9 pounds, a 12 inch diameter cylinder weighs approxi-
mately 2.7 pounds, and a rectangular case of similar
volume weighs seven pounds. During this time, mock-ups
of the Radar Altimeter were fabricated as shown in
Figures 5 and 6. The five major subassemblies were
simulated by wooden block which approximated the final
shape and size. Vibration studies of the cylindrical
shaped package were begun early in Phase I. The
environmental specifications require that the package
withstand a vibration environment of 20 to 2,000 cycles
per second, from 2 G's to lO G's. It was determined that
resonance of the internal structure would be within the
specified vibration spectrum. Therefore, some type of
isolation would be required. The cylindrical package
was designed so that the mass and isolators would have a
resonant frequency of 45 cycles per seconds. The inside
bracketry was designed so that it resonated at higher
frequencies. The metal mesh isolators were then designed
to be placed between the cylindrical package and the
rectangular r_tountingbase. The metal mesh isolator would
act like a low pass filter and was designed to have a
cut off frequency of lower than 45 cycles per second.
Tests made on this arrangement, using the metal mesh
isolator, showed that the vibration amplitude was re-
duced from lO G's to less than 1 G. Later during Phase
I, Ryau was informed by MSFC that the Radar Altimeter
package must be of a rectangular configuration. After
studying various type._ of rectangular packages, it was
decided that a corrugated type wall structure would
reduce weight, increase stiffness, and increase heat
22 !
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Figure 5. Mock-Up of Cylindrical Configuration.
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Figure 6. Mock-Up, Cylindrical Configuration.
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transfer area. The front and back cover to be a i
solid material, with ribbing to decrease the weight.
Since the Power Supply dissipates the majority of the
heat it was decided to mount ii-close to the bottom
half of the front panel. The front panel then acts
as a heat sink. Lab tests were set up to determine
the temperature drop across the contacting surfaces
of the Power Supply and the front panel. A mock-up
of the external package was made so that pressure
tests could be run. The internal structure was re-
designed to fit the rectangular configuration. Product
design of the outside case of the Altimeter was contin-
ued _ith the fabrication and test of a dummy case, as
shown in Figure 7. The final configuration of the
case and chassis is shown in Figure 8.
d. Engineering Prototype Test Results
tl) The engineering prototype RF Assembly was delivered
on 25 January 1962. The following data was taken
showing that the equipment meets the requirements
of the specification:
Electrical Characteristics
Transmitter Power 5.3 KW
Transmitter Frequency 1613 megacycles
Local Oscillator Power 1.8 milliwatts
Local Oscillator Frequency 1583 megacycles
Low Level Receiver Insertion Loss .9 DB
Leakage Power Transmitter to 70 milliwatts peak
.....i_± Port
Sensitivity for S  N=8.0 DB -98 DBM
25
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F_ure 7. Rectaz_ar Case Mock-Up, Vibration Test.
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Figure 8. Final Configuration of Case & Chassis.
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Temperature Tests (relative d'rift between local oscillator
and transmitter frequency)
TIME TEMPERATURE flo ftx fo
6:18 30 @C .... 0 MCS
6:40 O@C +i.0 +0.5 0.5
6:50 -25°C +2.1 +2.1 0
7:oo -25°c +2.45 +2.8 .35
7:15 +lO°C +1.2 +1.45 .25
7:38 +30°C +.I +0.3 .2
7:50 +5o°c -.8 -0.6 .2
8:oo +75°c -1.9 -1.5 .4
8:15 +lOOOC -3.7 -3,8 .i
(2) The engineering prototype Timer subassembly was given
acceptance tests with the following results:
Spec Parameter Spec Limits Measured
Clock Frequency 21.233643 to 21.233675 MCS
21.233685 MCS
Output Pulse to Mod.
PRF 144 PPS 144 PPS
Rise Time 0.2 MS MAX. 0.18 MS
Width i.5 +0.3 MS i.5 MS
Fall Time O. 5 MS MAX. 0.3 MS
Amplitude 5 Volts Min. 5.0 Volts
Inhibit Signal
PRF 36 PPS 36 PPS
Amplitude 5.0 Volts Min. 5.2 Volts
Width 4.8 MS
Binsry Outputs
Amplitude 0 = 0 Volts 0 = 0 Volts
1 = 5 Volts Min. 1 = 5.0 Volts%
#
b
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(3) The IF Amplifier subassembly used in the engineering prototype _ i
Altimeter was tested with the following results: [
Spec Parameter S_pecLimits Measured
C_nter Frequency 30 ±0.5 MCS 30 MCS
3DBB_d_dth 3.O±0.5MCS 2.8_CS
(later changes
to 3.0 -+l.0MCS)
Gain 109 DB 70 to 108 DB
Noise Figure 3 DB 3 DB |:
Power Requirements -- ,20 Volts, 83 MA |
-6.3 Volts, 220 MA lt(4) Acceptance tests on the engineering prototype Module _or/
Power Supply subassembly provided the following results: |
i
Power Supply '
Specified Limits Measured Ripple (RMS)
-6.3 _+0.2VDC -6.28 VDC 0.036 V '
+6.9 _+0.035VDC +6.90 VDC 0.020 v
+150 VDC (unregulated) +147.6 VDC 0.140 V
+5.0 _+0.05VDC +4.97 VDC 0.002 V
+20.0 +_0.2VDC +20.11 VDC 0.002 V i
-20.0 +_0.2VDC -20.01 VDC 0.002 V
Power Consumption = 49.7 watts fully loaded
Modulator !
Parameter S_ec Limits Measured I
Output Pulse Amplitude 3500 V Min. 3500 V
Output Pulse Width 1.05 ±0.15 _s 1.O _s
Output Pulse Rise Time O.1 Bs Max. 0.08 ps
Output Pulse Fall Time O.5 llsMax. 0.3 #ms
Ripple 380 V Max. 270 V
Drop 380 V Max. 310 V
Power Consumption = 7.8 Watts
29
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(5) Tests on the Tracker show that the measured average altitude
error is +25 feet at -10"C and -l_ feet at $95@C, with a
signal power of -76 DBM. The maximum occasional random error
was + 80 feet at temperatures between -lO@C and $20@C. Above
+20"C the maximum error was $_5 feet aud -70 feet. The Tracker
can search and find a signal whose power is -86 DB below one
milliwatt. It can continae tracking a signal whoze power is
reduced to -88 DB below one milliwatt while in the tracking
condition. The Tracker can track an altitude range rate of
30,000 feet per second. In five seconds it can search from
a 50 kilometer (334 microseconds radar time) to a 400 hil-
ometer rsnge when the signal power is -71 DB below one milli-
watt. It takes eight seconds to search and lock on for the
ssme range steps when the signal power is -81 DBM. Search
can begin at less than 25 kilometers (167 microseconds radar
range). The measured capabilities of the Tracker all _xceed
the specification requirements.
e. Desisn of Altimete r Case with Respect to Temperature
Early in Phase II, t_mperature tests _Jnthe Altimeter case were
conducted. Dummy units with heaters simulating the E_ctualheat
dissipation of the subassemblies w_.e placed in the chassis
and case of the Altimeter. Temperature tests of the over-ell
assembl_ were then made under the following conditions: Total
electrical input was 61 watts with the dummy units, of the
e_ulvalent size and weight, each equipped with resistors aims-
fating the correct heat loss. Figure 9 shows temperatures
within the case and on the case wall under ambient outside
air conditions. With the ambient air at approximately 28"C,
the case wall attained a temperature of 44"C; the T_acker, IF
Amplifier and Timer subaesemblies attained a temperature of 58"C;
while the RF Assembly and the Modulator/Power Supply attained
a temperature of 60"C. Figure IC shows the same te_t with the
So
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oven air at 75°C, the upper specified limit. The case wall
attained a temperature of 82"C, the Tracker, IF Amplifier and
Timer attained a temperature of 94°C, while the RF assembly
and Modulator/Power Supply went to 96°C. Based upon the
results of these tests, it was concluded that the design
meets the temperature requirement of the specification.
Later tests with the actual subassemblies installed and
operating under high temperature conditions verified these
results.
(f) Special Support E_uipment
Special support equipment for the Ryan Model 520 Radar Altimeter
is required to provide interconnection between the Altimeter
and various items of test equipment for bench testing (see
Figure ll). This item of special support equipment provides
the following electrical functions:
(l) Indicators
Altimeter power on.
Test set power on.
High voltage ready.
High voltage on.
Reliability signal on.
Neon indicators for each bit of the 18 bit altitude
binary word.
Neon indicators for each bit of the 9 elapsed
binary word.
Elapsed time indicator for totaling Altimeter
on time.
(2) Controls
Test Set power on.
Altimeter power on.
High voltage on.
Selector switch to allow either manual gain
control or automatic gain control.
33
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F_ure 11. Altimeter & Test Equipment.
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(3) Video Pulse Amplifiers
Two video pulse amplifiers are provided for amplification
of simulated video signals used in testing the Model 520
Altimeter.
(4) Terminations and Output Jacks
Video detector outputs.
Modulator outputs.
Counter gate outputs.
Transfer pulse output.
Gated amplifier output.
Clock output.
Inhibit signal output.
(5) Pin Jacks
Power supply test signal.
Transmit signal.
Reliability signal.
Filter output.
AGC output.
High voltage on-off.
Power source current and voltage.
In addition to the above items of special support equipment
Ryan proposed, but did not build, an item of test equipment
to check out the Radar Altimeter while the SATURN vehicle
is on the launching pad (see paragraph j).
(g) Confidence and Environmental Tests on Engineering Prototype
Radio frequency interference tests on the engineering prototype
showelthat the radiated interference requirements of MIL-I-26G00
are met on the low frequency end of the spectrum. Shielding of
the interconnecting cabling is required to correct high fre-
quency interference. The use of a coaxial cable on the 21
1_egacycleoscillator output, grounding the case of the oscil-
lator and adding a .01_f capacitor across the 20 volt DC
35
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input to the oscillator corrected the high frequency radiated
interference. It was recommended to MSFC that the intel--
connecting output cables from the Altimeter be shielded.
After _ __
,_oerlng the input to the Timer assembly and the
Modulator/Power Supply assembly, all interference on the
28 volt DC line was eliminated. Pressure tests on the
Altimeter case showed that it met the 0.1 pound per hour
test requirements. The Altimeter successfully passed the
shock and acceleration tests. It also successfully passed
vibration in the vertical plane and in the minor horizontal
plane. Continued difficulty in passing the vibration test
in the fore and aft horizontal plane led to eventual mechanical
changes described below.
(h) Altimeter Dtmmv Mock-u_
Ear_.y in Phase II, two dummy mock-ups of the Altimeter were
fabricated and shipped to MSFC. See Figures 12 and 13. Blocks
of aluminum, simulating the weight of the internal structure of
the Altimeter, were foamed in place to give the correct weight
and center of gravity. These units were provided to MSFC for
use in establishing the installation requirements of the
Altimeter in the SATURN vehicle.
(i) Proposed Fli6ht Test of the Model _520 Altimeter
A series of low altitude flight tests on the SATURN Altimeter
were proposed as part of the current program. The flight
test procedure, special support equipment requirements, and
data requirements were originated during Phase II of the pro-
gram. The flight test objectives were: (1) Determination
of the steady state performance of the test set-up for various
sea conditions at low altitudes. (2) Testing of the correspond-
ence between observed steady state, low altitude performance aud
calculated low altitude performance based on the criteria used
to estimate the characteristics quoted. The correspondence at
36
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Figure 12. Dummy Mock-Up.
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Figure 13. Dummy Mock-Up.
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low altitudes would be indicative of the validity of the
design assumptions. (3) Observation of dynamic response
of the test set-up during ascent and descent for confirma-
tion of desired response for this type of flight profile.
(4) Observation of test set-up behavior and nature of the
video signal during ascent from 200 feet using a horizontal
antenna and noting phenomena which may aid In optlminization
of Tracker acquisition circuitry. The test set-up included
a modified Altimeter which could be used at lower altitudes,
two special antennas which were purchased for the tests, a
variable attenuator, a control panel, a dual trace oscillo-
scope and a six-channel chart recorder with required preamp-
" lifiers. The flight test vehicle was planned to be Ryan's
DC-3 aircraft. Both antennas were to be installed in the
aircraft, so that the specified antenna parameters for the Model
520 Altimeter would be maintained. With the wide beam, down
F-
looking antenna connected, the test set-up would approximate the
Altimeter installed in the SATURN vehicle with an altitude cap-
abS1ity scaled to lO,O00 feet altitude. With the narrow beam,
forward looking antenna connected and 0 DB attenuatlon_ the i
operation of the test set-up would be equlvalent to the SATURN _.
Altimeter as the vehicle leaves the launch pad. Detailed data
requirements were set up and the entire flight test documented.
However, the flight tests were cancelled beca,_e of program
schedule difficulties. A separate program was set up by MSFC
through Auburn Uni_rsity to obtain experimental data on signal
ret,_n at high altitudes over various types of sea conditions. I_
(J) Contract Redirection
A meeting was held at MSFC betwe'en the Contracting Officer,
technical coordinator and representatives of Ryan Electronics
in June, 1962 to determine the best method of incorporating
certain contract changes. The contract was revised as follows: |
39
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(I) Pheme II was extended to include the manufacture
of four production prototypes. Final delivery of
these units to be made by ll October 1962. Bench
acceptance tests were to be run on each of these
production prototypes prior to shipment from Ryan.
Environmental testing was to be accomplished at
MSFC on the first production prototype.
(2) A _ew Phase III to continue from the end of Phase II
to allow the add-on production of five Altimeters.
These Altimeters to be acceptance tested by Ryau
and delivered to MSFC for final testing.
(3) Final documentation, including the handbook and final
engineering report to be delivered by Ryan during Phase
III.
(k) Launch Site Test Set
Discussions with MSFC personnel revealed a need for an
Altimeter launch test set. During Phase IT, Ryan pro-
vided a general description of a proposed launch site test
set for the SATURN radar Altimeter. This description was
included in a formal proposal submitted to MSFC. Figure
14 shows the proposed method of positioning test equip-
ment at the launch site. It is assumed that the Altimeter
antenna is turned away from the block house when the
SATURN vehicle is on the launch stand. Therefore, the
transmit pulse from the Altimeter is toward antenna #l
mounted on the gantry, but in a position which allows
it to re-radiate the Altimeter transmit signal to antenna
#3 located on the block house. The signal received by
antenna #3 is sent to a transponder located within the
block house. Figure 15 is a block diagram of a proposed
4o
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transponder. The signal is processed through a duplexer,
mixer, IF amplifier, and video amplifier which are all
similar to components used in the Model 520 Altimeter.
The delay generator (Model 520 Altimeter type monostable
multivibrator) is triggered by the video pulse. A delay
of 1,000, 2,000, 3,000 or 4,000 microseconds may be
selected. The trailing edge of the delay generator out-
put signal is then used to trigger a simulated radar re-
turn pulse generator consisting of the 400 microsecond
delay linear sweep generator and filter. The simulated iiI_
signal is then used to amplitude modulate a 1.610 KMC
signal which is fed back through the duplexer and trans-
mitted from antenna #3. A monostable multivibrator is
used in the transponder to provide means for calibrating
the delay generator. The simulated radar return signal
is then returned to the Model 320 Altimeter via antennas
#2 and #l. The Altimeter measures the delay between
transmit and received signals and provides the answer to
telemetry transmitters. The telemetry transmitter will
relay the Altimeter information to the blockhouse where it
can be checked for accuracy. If a l0 DB attenuator is
used over the Altimeter antenna and the distance from the {
Altimeter antenna to anter_la #l is approximately 50 feet,
uqd the distance between antenz_as #2 and #3 is 500 feet,
:Lc _ow( : required f,.,m th, tran_Dcnder transmitter is lO0
_:_!liwatt_ All antennas Tn _e a 15 DB gain. The min-
im_m heig.ui ,,fantenn_,:,a_ e vhe _ .... :__..should be about
12 ,eet to eliminat-_ "._ . r,_-_ .nL:-_'-_
(i) Return _Tulse W'avef_:m_
Initial tests on th:.•_.'3c.L52 i.qdica_ that the Altimeter
was very dependent upon _ne shape }f the simulated return
raaar pulse. Because of this fact, s_nd also because flight
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tests were inconclusive, a further analysis of the return wave
shape was conducted by Ryan. The results of this study were
presented in Ryan Report No. 52071-6. A summary of the con-
clusions reached in this report are shown in Figure 16.
Figure 16 is a graph of a family of theoretical return pulse
wave shapes. At very high altitudes (250 miles), the rise
time of the rettu_n pulse is equal to the pulse width of the
transmitted pulse. Rise time decreases as the altitude de-
creases. The report also states that the curves of Figure 16
represent average wave fo__us and that individual pttlse wave forms
will differ appreciably from this average. It is also mentioned
in the report that the wave forms are altered by the response
of the receiver. In the case of the Model 520 the rise time
will never be shorter than 0.25 microsecond due to the band-
width of the IF Amplifier. The Altimeter is designed to track
the center of the rise time of the return pulse. Therefore,
at lower altitudes, the Tracker will tend to track a point
earlier in time. At higher altitudes, the Tracker will tend
to track a point towards 0.5 microsecond or the center of the
one microsecond pulse. It can be seen that the accuracy of the
Tracker will vary depending upon the rise time of the return
pulse or the altitude of the Altimeter. Since the return pulse
wave front can vary from the rise time of 0.25 microsecond to
one microsecond, the tracking point can vary as much as 0.4
microsecond. This variation represents an error of +100 feet.
Because of this variation in accuracy, a re-design of the Tracker
input circuitry was accomplished during Phase II of the program.
The input circuit was changed from an RC type to an LRC type
which resonates at approximstely O. 5 megacycles. This circuit
receives input signal wave forms with rise times of 0.2 to one
microsecond and produces an output square wave of one micro-
second into the Tracker. Through the use of this circuit,
variations in return pulse wave forms were no longer a problem
to the Altimeter. Also, since a constant one microsecond pulse
is continually presented to the Tracker, the accuracy of the
Altimeter does not vary with altitude.
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m. IF AMPLIFIER GAIN - AGC - TEMPERATURE. During temperature
testing of the Altimeter it was determined that the gain -
AGC curve of the IF Amplifier varied with temperature. The
over-al_ gain . AGC curve of the production IF Amplifiers
varied by as much as 12 DB from one IF Amplifier to another.
This variation in gain-AGC curces could not be compensated
by the adjustment range of the AGC circuit of the Range Track-
er. Spec_fica_ions for the gain-AGC curve of the IF Amplifier
were tightened and all of the IF Amplifiers returned to the ven-
dor for modification. Extensive changes were made to the IF
Amplifiers and the resultant gain-AGC curves are sho_m in
Figure 17.
n. VIBRATION REQUIR_NTS. The original vibration requireI_ents
for the Model 520 were as follows:
"The Altimeter shall be capable of withstanding a sinusiodal
vibration in each of its three major axis without adverse
effects on its operation. The vibration frequency shall be
swept from lO to 2,000 CPS to lO CPS in 15 minutes (sweeping
twice on each of its three major axis, toting the frequency
of all resonant points) for the following conditions: 20
_o 50 CPS a_ 2 G's, 50 to llO CPS at .016 inches double am-
plituo_, d_.sDlacement, llO to 2,000 CPS at lO G's. Each
_c_-r_nt f_-sq<ency noted above shall then be subjected to lO
mi_ :_s ,Lb_;_t/on _.neach of the three major planes at half
the s _>,:_. oZit_dez. '' A change to the above testing proce-
d_'_ ,_._ _ _ _a_').yin the environmental testing on the
flrs_ _.,'.,.[_c_ion&l_imeter. The new vibration requirements
included a raudom noise input of 12 G's amplitude for three
minutes. After subjecting the Altimeter to this vibration,
an input random noise of 7.5 G level for seven minutes was
required. Difficulties in meeting the vibration requirements
led to extensive modifications of the Model 520 Altimeter and
subsequent installation of these modifications in all Altimeters.
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o. RELIABILITY INVESTIGATION. The following major reliability
investigations were made during the program;
(1) An investigation into the deterioration of mixer crystal
diodes _as initiated because of the several failures that
had occurred. Studies of the waveform and average power
of the transmitter feed-through pulse indicated that the
po_er level is well belo_ the crystal burnout level. The
output of the local oscillator is normally in the neigh-
borhood of 2 milli_atts. This level is also well below
the minimnmburnout level of the crystal mixer diodes.
The 1N21EMR crystal diodes have a 5 erg burnout rating,
which allows a safety margin of approximately 2-1/2 ergs.
An alternate crystal, type MA4172AMR, was suggested be-
cause it has a comparable noise figure and a burnout
rating of l0 ergs. The crystal deterioration problem
was later minimized by careful attention to RF assembly
calibration. Therefore, the 1N21EMR crystal diodes _ere
continued in use until the type 1N21FMR ,zr_rstalsbecame
available. The 1N2L._%_Rcrystals are now being used be-
cause they provide between one half and one DB of noise
figure improvement.
(2) Because of the several failures of the 21 megacycle os-
cillator manufactured by Delta F Inc., a quality control
investigation _as made. The results of the investigation
are given below:
Oscillator S/N 794-1 _as removed from its case _nd the
potting compound removed from the assembly board for
general evaluation. The following _tems of poo:_ work-
manship were observed_
(a) Solder flux not cleaned from terminals, _rts or
mounting board prior to potting.
(b) Fiberglass board burned during soldering.
(c) Improper bend radius on several components.
(d) Several component leads exce_d th_ 18_)_ wrap on
terminal posts.
(e) Top insulating heads appear to be ca_red out with
a pocket knife.
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(f) The inner container cover was not screwed in place.
Both screws were missing.
(g) Screw hole inside of the external can negates her-
mitic seal. i
(h) Evidence of corrosion around header on inside of
cover.
(i) Very poor soldering on header and the entire cir-
cuit board. _le general soldering of this unit
is not accept lble for space systems as established
by basic NASA standards.
(j) Several leads are too close to terminal posts,
transistor bodies_ etc. I|
(k) Small pieces of loose solder were found in the can
and stuck to the mounting board.
• The general workmanship noted in this unit iudicates that
it is scrap and not suitable for use in space systems
applications. This or similarly manufacturedunits are
not considered acceptable for space systems use. A de=
tailed examination of the basic NASA space systems re-
quirements should be made by this company. It is
understood that this unit is not a shelf item but manu-
factured to a Waugh spec control drawing and as such
should meet all the basic space system requirements for
the manufacture of such a unit. ARyan Quality Control
Repre_=ntative was sent to Delta F to inspect manufac-
turing of two oscillators and inspect the repair on a
third oscillator. The report from the Ryan QC repre-
sentative included the following information:
"The mechanical design of the oscillator is similar to a
breadboard configuration. There were no drawings avail-
able to show parts layout and the parts were placed hap=
hazardly on the board. Investigation of the 21 megacycle
oscillator which failed during vibration sho_'ed that a
tuning slug had moved in one of the tuned transformers
causing a loss of output. The workmanship on this unit
was very tu_satisfactory and Delta F agreed to rebuild
the entire unit."
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Delta F. Inc. was not recommended as a future supplier
of the 21 megacycle oscillators. On following procure-
ment of this item Waugh Engineering Company obtained the
21 megacycle oscillators from Monitor Products Co,
(3) A measurement of the noise level on the 6.8 VDC llne of
Altimeter S/N 1 revealed that it was approximately 70
times higher than the noise on the output line of the
breadboard power supply. The only difference between
the two units appeared to be the type diodes used in the
rectification and regulating circuitry. Altimeter S/N 1
is required to use Mil Spec diodes which supposedly are
direct replacement for the commercial variety diodes used
on the breadboards. When the Mil Spec diodes were in-
stalled in the breadboard power supply, the same high
noise condition as obse .._. When the breadboard diodes
were installed in Altimet{_r S/N 1 the noise condition
was eliminated. As a result of these tests, a modifi-
cation program was accomplished to make the _ollowing
changes in components of the power supply:
(a) Three type 1N2536 diodes were replaced by type
1N2512 diodes.
(b) Two type HRIGOO1 diodes were replaced by type"
DI648 diodes.
(c) Eight type HRIC002 diodes were replaced by type
DI645 diodes.
(_) Continued damaging of varactor diodes and mixer diodes
(see paragraph o.(1) above) led to an investigation of
the RFAssembly. The RF output probe locking collar
assembly did not securely tighten the RF _robe. A
redesigned collar clamp was placed on the output probe
which eliminated the problem of variation in output fre-
quency which had caused damage to varactor diodes and
mixer diodes.
P. A meeting was held at MSFC on 13 February 1963 between repre-
sentatives of the MSFC Contracts Department and Engineering ,_
Department along with representatives of Ryan Contracts and
5o
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Engineering Departments. The meeting was held to discuss
the estimate to complete the SATURN Altimeter program. The
schedule required for th_ follow-on five Phase III Altimeters
was reviewed and requirements determined as follows:
One Unit 15 June 1963. _
One Unit 1 July 1963.
One Unit i August 1963.
One Unit 15 August 1963. !
One Unit i September 1963.
as required above was acceptable based upon extensionDelivery
of existing waivers. MSFC representatives required the follow- |
ing general changes in the five Altimeters: E
!(1) The ABMA-STD-428B requirements for gold plating printed
circuit boards was added. _
• i
(2) Redesign the power distribution board..l
(3) Use terminals instead of lugs in the power supply if
possible.
(4) Provide two air valves on the front panel in place of
the present location on rear panel and remove J5 and JT.
(5) All mounting feet must be located in multiples of 2 _nch
centers.
(6) The timer subassembly must include a 21 megacycle oscil-
lator produced by Monitor Products Company.
(7) An engineering fix must be included on the output probe
of the RF assembly.
(8) All IF Amplifiers must be properly temperature compensated.
q. Model 520 Altimeter S/N 4 was installed in SATURN vehicle SA-4
and was flown as an experimental passenger on March 28, 1963.
The Altimeter locked on to a side-lobe and tracked the return
signal from an altitude of approximately 40 kilometers to 62
kilometers above the ocean surface. The Altimeter lost lock
when the main engines were cut off and the booster was separa-
ted from the upper stage which apparently caused the booster
to roll end over end. Telemetered test data indicated that
the Altimeter operated properly tD_'oughcut this portion of the
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flight. Accuracy data indicates that the random error of the
Altimeter is about +-30 meters which is within the Altimeter
specifications. It is anticipated that the next perimental
flight will offer a more favorable trajectory which will allow
testing of the Altimeter performance to altitudes in excess of
200 kilometers.
D. CONCLUSZONS
Bench tests results (see Appendix) and the limited results of the
flight tests show that the Model 520 Altimeter meets the specific
operational requirements. Additional flight tests will be re-
quired to show that the Altimeter meets the specified altitude
extremes. Further evaluations must be undertaken to determine
if the Altimeter meets the vibration requirements. Evaluation
of the Altimeter prove that the Model 520 design meets the
accuracy and altitude requirements of space missions. From this
starting point, many variations and modifications can be obtained
to meet particular requirements.
II. RECOMMENDATIONS
The Model 520 Radar Altimeter program led to the development of the
first high altitude altimeter to meet the requirements of orbiting
vehicles. During the two year period a great deal of information
was gained in the design and fabrication of this Altimeter. Ex-
perience has sh_n that additional tasks are required to provide
further evaluation of the Altimeter and to provide altimeters that
meet more exacting operational requirements. The following recommen-
datlons for action to improve the operation of the Altimeter are
suggested:
A. Further tests should be perfo_ed to determine
the validity of theoretical extrapolations of
rather indefinite data on signal return. Tests
to this date have not confirmed the theoretical
expectation that the return pulse will have a
52
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rise time equal to the width of the transmitted
pulse. These data along with more accurate in-
formation on reflectivity will aid in extending
the accuracy and altitude of future altimeters.
B. The operational -equirements of altimeters should
be re-evaluated with the thought of providing
altimeters as integral navigation instruments
for orbiting vehicles. With the accuracies
obtained by the Model 520, orbits of future
vehicles could be maintalned much more closely.
C. The following recommendations are suggested specifically
for the Model 520 Altimeter:
1. Consider the possibility of redesigning the RF
assembly to eliminate the RF frequency pulling
encountered with load VSWR changes. Additional
safety factor could be obtained by opening the
duplexer frequency response. The possibility
of increasing the power output from the RF
assembly should be investigated to allow
greater sensitivity.
2. The impedance match between the mixer output
and the input of the RF Amplifier sho_.d be
closely checked to obtain optimum signal
transfer.
3. A mechanical redesign of the Model 520 should
incorporate the latest packaging concepts
innovated by MSFC and Ryau. The mechanical
redesig_ should include a reduction in over-
all Altimeter size, lightening of the weight,
integrating the RF assembly and provision for
a solid frame construction with plug-in sub-
assemblies for ease of maintenance.
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4. Continued efforts should be made to increase the
reliability and performance through the use of new
components and techniques. To increase the perfor-
mance of the Model 520 the following _terns should be
considered _
(a) The use of floating grounds.
(b) Improve the 21 megacycle clock.
(c) Eliminate nuvisters in the Range Tracker.
(d) Replace relays with solid state devices
in the Rauge Tracker.
(e) Improve power supply ripple and transient
response.
(f) Provide decoupling in the Timer assembly.
(g) Regulate the 150 volt DC power source.
(h) Eliminate as many large size components
as possible.
5. _or future applicatlons, d_ fferentiation of the
altitude outputs should be considered to provide
vertical velocity data.
w
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Some basic equations defining return signal waveforms are shown in the
following.
Moore and Williams (Ref. 1, p. 233) have shown that the average
return power as a function of time is given by
d
SPr(d + gh/c) = Pd(d - T) B(T) dT0
in which d is delay time measured from the onset of the return pulse, h is
the altitude c is the velocity of light, Pd(t) is the transmitter power at
time t, and B(T) is defined by
J_a
,_ Gz (e,¢)O-o(e,_) d_ T > 0B(T) - Z(4_)z r3 _
,0
= 0 T<O
In this expression, G and or are the antenna gain and terrain cross section0
functions, respectively, )_ is the wavelength, and r is range to the surface.
The angles e and _pare the angle from the vertical and the azimuth, respec-
tively. The time variable, T, is defined by
T -- Z(r - h)/c
Finally, it is noted that r = h s ec 8.
Several simplifications can be made for the case presently of in-
terest. First, no azimuth dependence is to be considered. Second, it is
assumed that the antenna gain is constant over 8. Finally, the range of
values of e is restricted to small values such that r _ h. Under these
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conditions, the function B(T) becomes
O'×Zc
_(T) = 64@ h3 %(0)
For small angles, T can be rep,'esentedby
h eZT -
c
from which
ZhdT =--Ode
C
Making the indicated substitutions,the return power function is
ez
P=- = Gz kz S Pd(d - ch0z) • ) 0 dOr 3Z_ hz 0(80
where ez is_/cd/h. Itis assumed henceforth thatthe transmitted pulse
is rectangular. Thus,
p ......... 0 <_ t_< 7
t
Pd(t) = 0 ......... elsewhere
m
Pt is the peak power and v is the pulse width. The expression for Pr is now
--p = pt Gz kz _ez
r 3Z_z hz 0 =o(e) e de d---v
ii
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A general expression for 0" ,se) is0
-e/el
O-o(e) = o- (01 eO
where _r (e) is the cross section at vertical incidence and 01 is a constanto
depending on the terrain. This functionhas been suggested by some writers
in the literature(e.g., Ref. I).
m
Integratingfor P gives
r
_ = ez 1 1
r 3Z_ hz I [l - exp (- e'l'l (I Œ Ô )]
which is valid for 0-< d_ v.
t Two limiting cases are pointed out at this time to emphasize the
generality of this expression for Pr" First, as eI becomes large, O-o(e)
becomes constant for small angles and P approaches
r
_- _ro(O)Pt Gz kz cd= O_ d-_ v
r 64_ h3
which is the well-known formula for the return from an ieotropic acattering
terrain. On the other hand, as eI becomes small, P approaches
r
%(o) Pt @ xz
--- z O_d< vP = ' ' el
r 3z_ hz
which is the formula for specular return provided O'o(O) Olz is taken as the
reflection coefficient.
iii
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Waveforms for intermediate values of 01 are now considered. Only _
the time-dependent portion of the expression for P need be considered.
r 4
It is convenient to normalize this function by dividing by its value at d = v. i
!Thus, the function P(d) is defined as
i - exp (._ (i +_
1 cv 1 cr
i - exp(- _ (1+_
!
from which the return power waveform is found by i
Pr(d + Zh/c) = A P(d)
where A is a constant (i.e., independent of time). The function P(d) is
a normalized return power waveform.
The return power waveform is seen, according to thistheory, to i|
depend on the pulse width, the altitude,and the terrain directivitycon-
stant, OI.
Observed Values of 91 . The angle 91 is that for which Cro(9) is
down by a factor of e from cr at normal incidence. Itis small for a
o
smooth sea and tends to be larger for a rough sea. The experimental
data of Reference 2 indicates that 01 is about 1.6 degrees for a Beaufort 1
S ea.
Waveforms. Theoretical waveforms computed by the equation
derived above, assuming a pulse width of one microsecond and 01 of I.6
degrees, are given in Figure 16. Itis seen thatthe rise time increases
iv
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markedly with altitude. For higher seas (larger values of 8i ) the curves
tend toward those at the higher altitudes. The curves of Figurel6 repre-
sent average waveforms; i. e., the average of a large number of consecu- )
tire pulses. It may be expected that individual pulse waveforms may differ
appreciably from the average.
The waveforms are altered, of course, by the response of the re-
ceiver. Thus, the track..r is in no case required to operate on a pulse
with a rise time less than that of the receiver, which is about one-fourth
micros econd.
Tracker Response. The response of the Model 5Z0 Altimeter
tracker can be inferred qualitatively from the curves of Figure 16. At
lower altitudes the tracker will tend to track at a point earlier in time.
At higher altitudes the tracking point will tend toward the point d = 0.5
microsecond. For higher sea states the tracking points tend to approach _
the 0.5 microsecond point more rapidly.
V
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SUMMARY
A. PROGRAM SUMMARY
i. Contract NAS8-2_59 covering the design, fabrication and delivery
of altitude measuring equipment for use in the SATURN vehicle was
signed between NASA (MSFC) and Ryan Electronics on ll August 1961.
The original contract called for three phases of work which are
summarized below:
a. Phase I: To commence at the contract date and to continue
for a period of five months. During this period Ryau
Electronics was required to design and construct an electrical
breadboard model; develop a test program relative to electrical
checkout, environmental testing and flight testing; design and
document a complete prototype model and submit the documentation
and test progrsm to MSFC for approval.
b. Phase II: To commence on approval of Phase I by the MSFC
contracting officer. During the five months allocated for
Phase II, Ryan Electronics was to fabricate one complete
engineering prototype; test the enginee" tug prototype to
determine extent of compliance to the _ Jeclficatlon; sub-
mit test results for approval of the contracting officer;
and upon approval of the engineering prototype, fabricate
two prod_._,tlonprototypes incorporating the final design.
One of the production prototypes was to be tested to de-
termine extent of compliance with the specification. Two
full scale mock-ups were to be fabricated and delivered
during this phase.
c. Phase IIl: To commence after approval of items delivered
in Phase II, and to continue for a period of four months.
During this period Ryan Electronics was to fabricate two
production Altimeters for use as space vehicle flight
components. Also during this phase final documentation
was to be submitted.
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2. The Altimeter was divided into subassemblies for outside procure-
ment during Phase I. Subcontractors were carefully surveyed and
those selected were approved by the MSFC Contr_ctlng Officer. The
Range Tracker subassembly and the case and chassis were designed
by Ryan Electronics. Documentation required on Phase I of the
program was delivered to the Technical Coordinator at MSFC on
ll January 1962. With thls delivery Phase I of the program was
completed on schedule.
3. Go-ahead on Phase II was received from the Contracting Officer on
ll January 1962. Based upon this go-ahead date and five months
allowed for Phase II, Ryan was to complete this phase by ll June
1962. The two mock-ups required during Phase II were delivered
to MSFC in April 1962. The engineering prototype Altimeter was
also completed at thls time, but mechanical and electrical design
problems caused delays of from three to four weeks.
4. Vibration and temperature tests of the engineering prototype
Altimeter were completed in May of 1962. A report giving the
results of the confidence tests was submitted to MSFC. Because
of the delays in completing the confidence tests and making the
necessary design changes In the engineering prototype, the con-
tract schedule had slipped by approximately slx to seven weeks.
A meeting was held at MSFC between Ryan and MSFC technical and
contracting personnel to discuss the best means of funding and
scheduling the remainder of the program. As the result of these
discussions, it was decided that the requirement for Ryan to
environmentally test a production prototype and flight test the
engineering prototype would be deleted. In addition, the re-
quirement for two production units in the originally scheduled
Phase III would be replaced by the production of four p_oductlon
prototypes. It was decided that environmental tests would be
can'ied on at MSFC. During June of 1962, work was begun on the
production of the four production prototype Altimeters. Also ._"
during this period MSFC planned to flight test #ortions of the
i i ii i ii i ii f iii .....
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Altimeter and r_quested the use of the engineering prototype
Altimeter for this purpose. The engineering pzototype Altimeter
was delivered to MSFC in June of 1962.
5. A meeting was held at MSFC between the Contracting Officer, Tech-
nical Coordinator and representatives of Ryan Electronics during
the month of June 1962, to determine the best method of incorporating
contract changes. The contract was then re_rlsed as follows:
a. Phase II was extended to include the manufacture of four pro-
duction prototypes, delivery to be made by ll October 1962.
Bench acceptance tests were to be run on each of these prototypes
prior to shipment from Ryau. Environmental testing was to be
" accomplished at MSFC on the first production prototype.
b. A new Phase III was to continue from the end of Phase II until
ll February 1963, however Phase III could not begin until
go-ahead from MSFC. During this phase, five production Altimeters
must be manufactured, acceptance tested and delivered by Ryan
Electronics.
c. Final documentation in the form of manufacturing drawings (as
applicable), the final engineering report and the operation
and instruction manual were to be delivered by 1 January 1963.
6. Production prototype Altimeter S/N 1 was completely assembled,
acceptance tested and shipped to MSFC by 15 August 1962, where it
was subjected to a bench test and environmental tests. Since this
unit was scheduled to go directly into environmental tests, a Ryan
engineer was also sent to MSFC to provide technical assistance.
Two test sets were shipped to MSFC during this period for use in
checking out the Altimeter. Bench tests on the first production
Altimeter were successfully completed at MSFC during September
1962. However, the following troubles developed during the en-
_ vironmental tests on this Altimeter. The Timer subassembly, man-
ufactured by Waugh Engineering Company developed an erratic
count-down during high temperature. The trouble was traced to
| m
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the standardizer or pulse shaping circuit in the pulse count-down
string. Also during tests at MSFC, the transmitter c_vity developed
an internal short. The mixer subassembly experienced two instances
of fractured input signal ports. At low temperature the AGC circuit
of the Tracker did not provide sufficient range of voltag_ to con-
trol the variation in gain of the LEL IF Amrllfier. The Altimeter
was shipped back to Ryan at the end of September 1962, for repair
and design changes.
7. The month of October 1962, was expended in developing design changes
required as a result of acceptanc_: testing of Altimeter S/N 1 at
MSFC. The changes that were made include temperature compensation
in the standardizer circuit of the Timer subassembly s_id changes to
the electrical connectors of the crystal diodes in the mixer sub-
assembly. In addition, chauges were made to the AGC circuit of
the Tracker subassembly and the galn-AGC curve of the IF Amplifier
was shifted to coincide with the curve as measured in the engineer-
ing prototype IF Amplifier. All modifications were incorporated in
Altimeter S/N 2 which was bench acceptauce tests at Ryan and shipped
to MSFC on 26 October 1962. After successfully passing the bench
acceptance test, Altimeter S/N 2 suffered an unexplainable varactor
diode failure. With replacement of the varactor diode and the
crystal mixer diode Altimeter S/N 2 continued to operate properly
in the SATURN vehicle for several weeks. After extensive use the
Altimeter became noisy and was unable to track time delays below
300 microseconds. Because of this problem Altimeter S/N 2 was
returned to Ryau for repair.
8. The design chauges were incorporated in Altimeter S/N 1 and the
unit was giv._a confidence, temperature, and limited vibration tests,
as well as bench acceptance test. The unit passed all these tests
and was shippa_ to MSFC on 5 November 19%2. The unit was checked
on the bench and met all the requirements of the specification.
The unit operated properly during 75°C temperature tests. Again
i i iiii i
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at -20°C the variation in gain o# the IF Amplifier was too great
to be compensated by the AGC voltage, which resulted in marginal
operation. The Altimeter was then subjected to a 5 G noise vibration
test. During this test the Altimeter lost lock intermittently. It
was also noted that the Tracker gate remained fixed in one position
intermittently. The unit was rejected to Ryan for repair aud possi-
ble redesign.
9- On 15 December 1962 partial accepta_uce testing of S/N 3 Altimeter
was accomplished. The Altimeter was installed in the temperature
chamber on 16 December but a failure occurred in the 21 megacycle
crystal oscillator. The crystal oscillator was replaced with the
oscillator in S/N 2. During the ev_ing of 17 December the tempera-
ture chamber failed to operate properly, therefore temperature tests
were inconclusive. Also during this time the crystal diodes in the
mixer subassembly failed. On 18 December further tests were made
and another pair of crystal mixer diodes failed. At this time the
local oscillator failed _ low temperature and the secoud 21 mega-
cyle crystal oscillator failed due to an internal short. This failure
left only one 21 megacycle oscillator which had been used in the
Altimeter S/N 1. The Technical Coordinator was called on 18 December
to obtain permission to use the 21 megacycle oscillator from Altimeter
S/N 1. He gave permission and tests ccmtinued. However, because of
the deterioration of the mixer diodes, it was decided to change the
RF assembly. This was accomplished and complete acceptance test was
run on S/N 3. The Altimeter worked satisfactorily with a sensitivity
of -89 DBM and passed all bench tests. However, after mounting it in
the case and applying power (after a three minute warm-up) the
sensitivity had again deteriorat?d. The unit was again taken out of
the case and the mixer diodes replaced and the unit subjected to one
more test. It passed the test successfully and was hand carried to
MSFC on 18 December. Upon receipt at MSFC, the unit was successfully
acceptance tested by the Technical Coordinator and the Ryan represent-
ative.
i i
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10. Altimeter S/N _ was installed in SATURN vehicle SA-_ and _as
successfully flown in March 1963. Also during March 1963, the
manufacture of five follow-on Altimeters was initiated by Y_FC.
Altimeter S/N 5 _as delivered in June 1963 and Altimeter S/N 6
in July 1963 and Altimeter S/N 7 in August 1963. Altimeters
S/N 8 and 9 are being delivered in September concurrent with
this report.
B. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 520 RADAR ALTIME2ER
The Ryan Model 520 Radar Altimeter is a high altitude, pulse altimeter
intended for use in spacecrafts to altitudes as great as 250 statute
miles, or 400 kilometers. The Model _20 is especially well suited to
its purpose because of its small size, light weight, high reliability,
low power consumption and rigorous environmental specifications. The
high accuracy (+32 meters) and fast response of the Model 520 makes it
a valuable instrument for a variety of purposes including orbit deter-
mination and guidance.
The Radar Altimeter was developed on a NASA (MSFC) contract to serve as
part of the instrumentation of SATURN vehicles.
The Model 520 Altimeter measures terrain clearance by sensing the two
way propogation time of narrow microwave pulses between the spacecraft
and the surface of the earth. The Model 520 equipment is designed for
use with a wide beam antenna to provide broad tolerances in pitch and
roll within antenna stabilization. The accuracy of the Altimeter is
not degraded by moderate attitude changes, nor by high horizontal
velocities.
The equipment velghs only 25.9 pounds and consumes only 65 watts of
primary power, at 28 volts DC. The altitude output is.an 18 bit parallel
binary word updated 36 times per second. A nine b_t precision time out-
put with a resolution of 0.5 second is also provided. Signal loss or
malfunction is monitored by means of a signal loss indicator. The only
external control required is switching for "on" or "standby" operation.
!
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The design of the Model 520 Altimeter is such that it caube adapted to
a wide range of different requirements with relatively simple modifications.
Depending on the specific requirements a potential for reduced weight,
greater altitude capability and greater reliability exists.
ii i i u
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E_t,.Jq'OO_'/___'._tO . Tes Zr_pr_'_--',,z-.
Serial _o. _, ...... Wltness._._._
Par. Test _ Messur_d
_ i iiill I •
3.a _r_,. yreq. z6zo ±P_ /._._g_
3.2 C_) (o) _,_ _eq. . _ W_ured /_ /_,,'7-_-
(d) LovF_. As Nessured /6,/o,Oi iii
(5)(b) 3.0,.I.o .,7S
(e) tenterFreq. Eque£ to 3.1 w£thin 0.5 Me. /_'/le._
3.3 (3) (£) No:Lse Ind. As Measured /_.
(g) csb_ Loss • As Nessured ,79
(h) Noise Figure .. . Shs_ not exceed 8.0 db //'__
3.4 PRY zt_oo .2 counts /_ '
3.5 Pulse WLdth From 0.8 to 1.1 ps. t
3._ . _ Trans._er ! _ _ _n. _=_
.- :i:212 counts '
e
" Clock Freq. i00 *2 counts /_0
3.8 Vert. Vel_ctt,¥ • AscendJ,u8 st
poto ZT__
j 17P to bOOm
Descend_n_ at
, _ooto ZTp]_ _ .,
, ' ZTptopo_ - --_ , .
3.9 Ovemil S_stm ,2_11.63_.S03_ ,us. ___/_
o ,o._ v_o .Q,2._
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Par_ _ Reqmnt ,_ Measured " ")
3.10 (b) Zlaps_ T_. Wot_ 5 ±O,SVIX_ I_- ON -OFF '_'
Indlcator ON 20 O.d, O,#-_" "
. 0 ±0._ v_ 2x -,, o./
• " Ind_eators 017 "_z ,, ...
• m ,L
I I II
eY" oo _o
26 •. ,.
ir ,. "-
f 28 '• ; .. 4,_- ,s
Q .
{c_ •A1t_tudkeWor_ 5 ±O.5 VI_ IBD. ON OF?
[9
0 ±O,P VI_ 21 "" ' '"
Indlca_r OFf" : 2_• j_.. ad' -.
_I02Z: Indicators a0 through 24 may .. '" 2_ , ' ""
l£tter too much for an accurate "'.. 2b ., ,. )
volga_e mesam_nent. For these ' """ " 27 5";/ 0,a-¢"
:'.,' . t
check that the voltage _s present ' "... : L:_ _/ 0,05 t
Q
t , ,
' a9 _,/ _: ' .. . :'..,. : ': OtO ." :or. &_O_t, ":
..i....,, . "; alo _,/ o,o:_ •
• *. .. ,'' .: _
' • : • . ;,_ 5;/ 0,0/
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Par____. Tes.._t Reqmnt .. __¢.¢.¢.¢.¢.¢.¢.¢.¢__
3.10 (d.) Power 8upp]_Y Nol'25Ground*0'25EffectVDC __. '(e) Yi3.ter Output Vsrytng Volt_se
f_omo._to5.0w 0,_,/.,¢'_"
No, Ground Effect
¢_)A_ App_.-o.6too.o_ __F-_/_V_
No Ground Effect
(K) l_el:£e,b13.1t¥ ' Tr&ck _.5 ¢0.5 _ "¥_
Search 0 +0.2 VDC /_ '• I
No (}round Effect
..,. ," J /'"_(h) _,_t s_s. _.v. o_-o.i _o.o2v_
H.V. OFF0 ±0.02 VDC
No (}round Effect .__
3.ZI Power ConstmXH;ton Oven OX_-3.ess than 65 W.
Oven ON-2,easthan 80 W.
l
"w •
e
, _,. "" .. . ? ,
q.
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i _._ " . '. . _ ' Reojmt_ Measured,
3.io (_)" 'map_l Tim wora p ±o.svi_ z_w. oN OFFi
- ..I...a,ieatoro_ 2o _._ O,/
z
'- *. In_icltoz'll OFT 2_ p," ,'-
-. "2:_ ,, , -
24 0, -*
• 2_ "° ""
26 i!_ "*
2T ,,
(e) Air/rude Word 5 iO. 5 YDC IND. ON OFF
I.naica_r 0TM 20 _._ _0_"
- o ±o.p_ _1 _3 ,"
... ZnOic&tor 01!7 2_ ,. , o
iw
23
.. 4O _l _
N(_: Indicstors 20 through 2_ _ 2_ " ""
i= 25 .. .. "
_£tter too much for an accurate 20 ,, ,,
voll;a_e me&81wemezzt. For these • 27 ,, •,
check that the voltage Is present ' 28 *" ""|
29 -- .,
Or &beent.
• 210 ., .,
: 211_. . _. • _,_ .
. .. 212 o_ ,,
.. 215 •,, ,,
_z_I,. !.,
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Par. Test Reqnmt. Neasured
emmmmm _mmmmm - -- -
3.10 (d) Pover 8uppl,y 1.25 ±0.25 VDC "/"/t _ _
No (}round Effect u_ li(e) Y:L_ter Outlet V&rytng VoltsSe .....
fromO._ to 5.0 V;)C 0,$ -_o4- -_" _i i
No (}roundEffect 6/_
t|
(el Aoc App_-ox.-o.6 to o.o vDc -o,J'_ ;_ o,_:_,i, |
(g) Rellab_It¥ ' Trsck I_.5 ±0.5 VDC _':.7
ql
Sea_'ch 0:1:0.2 VDC _ _)'/4_"
No (}round Effect O._-
i |ll m
(h)_'r_tsi_. H.v.o.-o.1±o.o2v_ -0,II_'
Lv. o_ o ±o.o2v_ O. o//
i
• _o (}rounazrrect ' _.E. -.
3.3.1 Pove_'Constmptton Oven01_-.less than 6_ V. _,_ _/
OvenOW-le,,_an 80 w. __
i
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Test_ _¢e
Eop_._ Tea
Serial_0. 7_ ..... W_Caess_.___
Heasure
Par, Tes=_tt Req_nt, d
3._ Trans. Fre_. 1610 ±5 _ /_._A2
3.2(_) (e) _i_ F_. .
Ca) _, _. As_ssured /6_g,._2
(_)(b) _.a_ss 3.o_.ov_
(e) Center Freq, Equal to 3.1 within O, _ MC. /_*-_
3.3(3)(r) Noisez_. AsWss=ed /D._
O,b'
(g) Cable Loss As Me_uced
(h) Noise Y:t_ Shall not exceed 8.0 db
3._ _ i_oo +2couate /_#o_
3.5 PulseWidt_ From 0.8 to 1.1 #m.
._- -,- ,,_ "_'
• _,_ _e Less_ o._. (So_toto#)
3.6 Trans..POwer 5 KWl_tn.
3.7 Clock Freo.. P.1_.3366_.x 106 _/,Z,_@
:1:212corm'is '
• m.o_,,_. zoo,2_ /.d__
3.8 Vert, Veloelt4r Ascend_u_ at50 to _7__ _#'
z75to_oom_
I}escendin_ at
_ooto ].TPm _/'f"
' 17Pto .5om ,,_K
3.9 OverallSystem .2_LI.63_o.203_#u_, /_ //,_"
.__ Z_59.z8:to._o3_.ua. 7,__ ;..2
_.zo _b,_ s_.A _ ,o.__
o :1_o.$v'_ o.#'
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_ _ Heas___ure__a
3. lo (b) Bzap_ TimeWord P±0.SV_O Z_. O_ OFF
o±o.p_ 21 4.7 ""
IaA,:l,astoz'i OFT '_ /-, 0//
2_ , • • .
' 24 "
25 ,, • •
. 26 ,, • •
27 80 a4P
,
,-
(c) lltit, le lo._ 5 ±0.5 YO¢ IND. ON OFF
ii i i
Indicator O,N 20 _,O_" O, OS
' 0 iO. 5 _ 21 '" O//
Indic&for OFT 2" ' ,' -"
23 ,- -" |i E
N0_: Zodicators 20 tbxou_ 2_ my 2_ ,o -; "i i
2P ,, ,.Jitter too xuch for an acczzr&t_ .
2b .* /.
voltage leasure_ent. For tbeoe 27 ,, • ,-
cheek 1;h_t 1_ _oltaGe _ preeent -_ "" _"
29 .- --
or &bsent. , •
_2I0 si .'" ,.
211' ,¢ • _
• 212 , , ,-
2_ _. / _oS
2:)-_'_:e# o./ .....
-2zP ._".od_/
,/,/
2:z.'7 O./
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SerialNo. ...... Witness "iN --.,,"_
Par. Test Req_mt. Me ured
3.I Tra_.Freq. 1610±5_C /_/_
3.2 (_) (e) High Freq. As Measured. /_/3 i
(d) Low Freq. As Measured /,_ / /
(5) (b) Bandpass 3.0 _l.O MC 2 .9
(e) Center Freq. Equal to 3.1 within 0.5 MC . /6/_
3.3 (3) (f) Noise Ind. As Measured
(g) Cable Loss 'As-Measured 0- "7
¢
(h) Noise Flsure Shall not exceed 8.0 db _. _ _
4,
3._ _ z_oo ±2 counts ///'//OO
3.5 Pulse Wldth Fro=0.8 to l.l_. _. f __
Rise Time Less than 0.l ;_s. (i0_ to 90_) c,5,._":_"
_c_ Time Less th_no.5_. (9_tol_)
3-6 Trans. Power 5 KW Min. _,_ _ _/
3.7 Clock Freq. 212.3366_ x 106 _ / ,_S__ 6 _O,
+212 counts
e
Clock Freq. I00 +2 counts
3-8 Vert. Velocity Ascending at
_0 to 175 KM
175 to 400 _M o_
Descending at
400to179KM o X"
175 to 50 _M _,oA"
3.9 Overall System .2_i1.63-+0.2034;_s. _'_'17._'
.Acc_acy l_9,18 _+o,_3_ _s. , i_-<_._.
386.17±o._o3__s. ' JI_',... _"
3.zo _i_It si_,_ _ ±o._v_
0 +0.5 VI_ _ .;2-
I_._a Sheet
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Par. Test Reqmnt: Measured3.10 (b) t&ep_edTree Word 5 ±O._DC IND. O_ OFF _ .'?
Indicator 0N. 20 _._ OoO.._" '
0 _0.5 VDC 21 *,, O./
2.5 ,,. ,,.
2g .'s ,, "
i
25 " " "_"
26 • ,, o,,
27 ,,' ""
{ e) -AXtitttae Word 5 iO. 5 VDC IND. Ol_ OFFi
Inatca_ro! ao .5;,_!o,o," ,
0 *0.5 VDC 21 "* " • •
Indic&tot OFT 2_" •". "*
23 • " ""
NO]]: lndteAtori 20 throush 2_ m0' 21_ "" "*
25 ,_, • "
litter too much for an accurste 2 b ,s ..
check tarot the voXtqe ts present 28 _I O_O._"
• • ' a9 ._,/ o,o," .
or &blent, 210 ._,/ 0,05
• i
. 2].]. .d;',a e,.o_ •
• . a].2 5;1 _,'Y
a_3 5",/ a,o5
2xg .S,O _,o_"
a"_ N/ 0,05" .
#.6 5,,2 _o..;"
, a].'_.v,';/I0_o.q"
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Par. Test Reqmnt. Measured .--.-
%
3.10 (d) Power Supply 1.25 +0.25 VIE
No Ground Effect D_
(e) Filt,er Output Varying Voltage
fran o._ to 5.ov'_ o,:_ _ _-l/,3ob
No Ground Effect _
(f) AGC Apprrx. -0.6 to 0.0 VIE ",3_ >';_%_5_/
NO Ground Effect 0 _
(_) Reliability Track 4.5 --.0.5 V]_ f d/"6 _ ?
+o-,'.//_
Search 0 ±0.2 VIE
No Ground Effect O_"
_.v. oFFo_o.o2v_ -0.007
No Ground Effect O,_"
3.11 Power Consumption Oven 0FF-less than 65 W. _/'_
Oven ON-less than 80 W. 72-..4"
!
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# _ I. / /J_
% Test _ _ " _ -_ -"...- ...... Date _ /-J ";'_
_._./_ J_l_ _ most_.n_.
Serlal No. Witnesa," .:
/
Par__ Test _ Measured
_2
3.1 Trans. Freq. 1610 ±5 MC /_'/ -+
3.2 (_) (e) High Freq. As Measured ..... "
(d) Low Freq. As Measured I_>/ "_"
(5) (b) _na_ss 3.0_.o Mc+ _" _
(e) Center Freq. Equal to 3.1 within 0.5 MC i',/P/3
3.3 (3')(f) Noise Ind. As Meas=ed 13."7
(g) Cable LOSS As Measured _. r_
(h) Noise Figure Shall not exceed 8.0 db /_' _ _'--
3.4 PRF " 14_00 ±2 counts I/ir/'_0
3.5" Pulse Width From 0.8 to l.l _us. O, # _
_i_e_e Lesst_ O.l_. (lO_to9o_) 0..,,I o
Decay Time Less than 0.5/us. (90% to 10%) :p,S :;
3.6 Trans. Power 5 KW Min. ,./, 5//,'_"
3.7 Clock FreE. 212.33664 x 106 _ / _, _ _/_
±212 counts
o
Clock Freq. . i00 ±2 counts /IP p
3.8 Vert. Velocity Ascending at
/2 /"50. to 175 KM ..
175 to 400 _M -,.,"
Descending at
400 t_ 175 KM " " '
i75 _o 50 EM ,,_y
_s_,.l/ l,3.9 Overall System ,2411.63 ±0.2034 _s.
.Accuracy 1459.18 ±0.2034 _s. ;.: _'")',/
386.17 ±0.2034;_s. " 17 _,/
3.lO Z_lbit si_ _±0._v_c _,S
o±o._v_c p,!
, ]:_%aShee_
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Par. Test Reqmnt .. Measured
3.10 (b) Elapsed Time Word 5 +0.SVDC IND. ON OFF
Indicator ON. 20 Z/t_ O, I_z"
o ±0.5v_ '21 //,_ ._,_
Zndica_ors OFF 2z /,_- _" _ _
' "7 ' |"2j -/,7 _._-
25 4;?.:_"_,/_
i
28 _7 ,_.__
.C_,lO
(c) All;It_eWord 5±0.5V_ m_. O_ IOFF
Indicator ON 20 5", _jr _, y __
0 :tO.5 VDC 21 ,.C,_,,_' _, /
Indicator OFF 2_ ,_f'. _ _.o_
23 _._ ,_,._,,,4'
NOTE: Indicators 20 through 24 _ay 24 :_. _ o_S _
25 _', 3 _,_(
Jitter too much for an accurate
2o ._.A o,_/
vol_ge measurement. For these 27 J_.2 ,_.o,._
check that the volt_e is present 28 _, / _',#_-
or absent. 210 i_._W _.Io
211 _C.,_I._c_ t_"
• 212 ,_, 3 ,'.._,I_'.:I
2"t6,,_,_ _.,'.,_°
., 217
, .,_, 2,,. o,/o
¢)
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Ycst Performa,ce Date ,_6_ _
A _
,_ _. Model 5_.7Eadar _£zimeter Test r.__---_,_--_(7_-
Serial _o. _ Wi the_s______-"_
R_. Para. _,2 "-.C.." ,i_.' " I ....t_ ', _ "
Para____. Test _ ML_ _ .red
3.! Trans Freq. _"• 1o_.o± 5 _;c /CIP._J-
3.2 ('_') (e) High Freq. As Measured /.A_--
(d) Low Freq. As Measured / 6 / O, _ _"
(5) Zb_ Banapass 3.0 ± 0.5 MC -_ _J--k ! t/•
(e) Center Freq. Equal to 3.1 within 0.5 MC /_, //, ? 70-
3.3 (3) (a) Noise Ind. 0.2 to 0.4 VP/P --
(d) I. Noise Insertion As Measured (DB) _-
2. Correction (1.75 DB at 1.610 _MC) --
3. Cable Loss As Calibrated -"
5. Noise Factor : Shal_ not exceed 8.0 DB _,
3.4 PRF i_400 ± 2 counts /__._O
3.5 Pulse Width From 0.8 to 3.I us. 62, __
Rise Time Less than 0.i us. (10% to 90%) -0, C) 9
DecEkv Time Less than 0.5 us. (90% to 10%) 0, /
3.6 Trans. Power 5 KW Min. _. _'K_
3.7 Clock Freq. (20 MC) 2_12.33664 x 106
212counts
Clock Freq. (2 CPS) i00 ± 2 counts /00
3.8 Vert. Velocity Ascending at
Tracking at 6KM/sec. 50 to 175 KM C)/Q--
175 to 400 KM (9
Descending at
• 400 to 175 KM _/_
• 175_to 50 KM ___
3.9 Overall System 2_ii. 63 ± 0._03_ us. _//. 7 _
Aqcuracy I_59.18 ± 0._03_ us. F_
386.17 ± O. e03_ us. _Y-_r;/_
3.10 (a) Inhibit Signal 5 ± 0.5 VDC __,__.._ .
0 ± 0.5 VDC
Data Sheet 1
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NOTE: Re_rocluce three eopies for tests.
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®
Primary Power 28 VDC -26 ruff _ (Delete Two) "_
Para___.._. Test Req_ut. Me asured
3.10 (b) Elapsed Time Word 5 ± 0.5 VDC _.N__L' _._S
.I.n.dicatorON ..... _. _ ! O. !5
o ±o.5voc 21 ,,/,_ o./J
Indicator OFF 2 2 _/.6 O. /_
23 q.C o//
24 _._ o./__"
25 "-/,_Io,;._"
"26 I ...."1,6 _._,o
,,27 4, 6, ,i'j' _'?.-,
28 "%_ Io.;_o
(C) Altitude Word 5 + 0.5 VDC IN_.I ON i OFF
Indicator ON 2u .,_"':,/Z...,0,0 _L
0 ± o.5 _ 21 .% I o.¢_.
Indicator OFF 22 Z, I O.D _L (
24 .O_NOTE: Indicators 20 through 24 may j'. i 0
Jitter too much for an accurate 25 i_',Jj" 0,/0
voltage measurement. For these 26 _',1 0,/0 ,
check that the voltage is present 2 7 _-. ! O,/O
or absent. 2 8 _. _. o, J O
,,, ,
_9 ..<'.Z o,/_'
2!o .r., _,/_,
2ll _. _ O. / 0
_._2 _¢. I 0,20
- ' 2%-"_-i-io._o
e_'_ 4"',I _._'°
_15 _C.I o,_o
, I ,,
!,_z6_, I o,/o
.,, i 217 4%I O, Io.
\
, Data Sheet i
NOTE: Reprodace three copies for_tests. Sheet 2 of 3 _
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1966015198-089
)" ,RYAN ELECT S © r> ..REPORTNO. 52065-2A _---._: ' k:_j/
Primary Power 28 VDC _ (Delete Two) 2 $-V _.v 2J__
Para. Test Reqmnt. Measured
3.1o T(d)PowerS_ply 1._,._.._ /._,',','7_ /._',_t/._
(e) Filter Output" Varying Voltage
from O.5 to 5.0 VDC _.,9._ ,_ 4. _
No Ground Effect _
(f) AGC -0.6 to 0.0 VDC _ -O_c(5'_ -'_.A/_
No Ground Effect C 4/
_J,5"0,5"
-_ (g)Reli_billtr Tr_ck_±_ we _
No Ground Effect 0 /_
(h)_._ s_g H.v.oN"__v_ --o.o_-_-
H.v.OFF0 ± 0.02WC -o,oo 6
No Ground Effect e/_
3.11 Power Consumption Oven OFF-less than 65 W. _/,
Oven ON-less than 80 W. 7_-, _,
Data Sheet 1 "
Sheet 3 of 3
NOTE: Reproduce three copies for tests.
t
• @j.
i
1966015198-090
.r
(
RYAN EI-ECTF_ONIC$
r. T,T,
REPORTNO. 52065-aA ,'__,
,,_y
'T,_.stPerform_'ce Date { _//"E-:nt. M_del 520 i_,_ar;l_ime_,er Test Engr -'"
Wit.e
Serial ,'_o. _ ;C (De!e_e r,_¢o}
Ref. Para. -I_.9. " '
3.1 Trans. Freq. 161O ± 5 MC _, O_,_"
3.2 (I;)(e) IIlghFreq. As Measured
(_) Lo__req. AsM_red 4__
(5) (b) B_r_dpass 3.0 : 0.5MC _2._-
i
(e) Center Freq. Equsl to 3.1 within 0,5 MC /_2____z-
": 3.3 (3) Ca) Noise Ind. 0.2 to 0.4 VP/P ..--" i." !q
(d) I. Noise insertion As Measured (DB) -- ,,,',,
• ;.%
/ 2. Correction (1.75 DB at 1.610 _MC) -- ,_D/\
3. C_b!e Loss As Calibrated -- A ,,"\
• 5. Noise Factor Shali not e>ceed 8.0 DB _ _ _/_
3.4 PRF 14400 ± 2 counts /_/_ _ "-
3.5 • Pulse Width From 0.8 to I.I us. O._O___ _
Rise Time Less then O.1 us. (10% to 90%) O___n/._O_
Decay Time Less that.O.5 us. (90% to 10%) _./_
3.6 Trans. Power 5 KW Min. _, _ #_ _u,
3.7 Clock Freq. (20 MC) 212.33664 x lO6
Clock Freq. (2 CPS) i00 ± 2 counts /g9_
3.8 Vert, Velocity Ascending _t
Trackir_ at 6KM/sec. 50 to 175 KM _ _,
175 to 400 KM _
Descending at
4oo to 175 m_ __.Z!_
175 to 50KM ___.g_..
3.9 Overall System 2411.63 + 0.2034 us. _Z/l/.
Acc_racy 1459.18 ± 0.2034 us.
386.17 ± 0._034 us.
3.lO (a) I:_,i_it signal _± o._voc ._%_,_4__
0 ± 0.5 v_, _6._
Data Sheet I
Sheet i of 3 •
NOTE: Reproduce _hree copie_ for tests.
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1966015198-091
I'
. ,% j
• " RYAN I[I.ECTRONICS
• _)_ NO. 52065-_
_ -.
Primary Power 28 VDC . 26 VD_C... 29._ VDC (Delete Two)
P_ra. Test Reqmnt. MeasLu'ed
3.10 (b) Elapsed Time Word 5 ± O.5 VDC TND. I ON OFF
_ndicator ON 20 /. 6 i "2._
0 ± 0.5 VDC 21 _,// __l_
Indicator OFF 22 / ( ,:-"
03 / , ._ .,
24 ,/., :.
25 /,< :_ ..
26 ./,( _ :
27 ./ ,
28 I o
•(C) Altitu_e Word 5 ± 0.5 %q)C i ' ]
Indicator ON 2u " J :
,.,...
0 ± 0.5 VIE 21 . ' : ,F. ""
22 ." ; .rIndicator OFF _ ' ;-
p
23 ' , _ ",6"
NOTE: Indicators 20 through 2_ 2b' "_
Jitter too much for am accurate 25 ". ! ,.r ,"
voltage measurement. For these 26 --'_ ,, _-- ,, "-
7
check tha_ the voltage is present 2' . _._J'" , ' ,: ".
or &bsent. 28 :" t (: " -.
29
- "fl /.(: •
210 ". ( :" '( . t. --
211 - .-
" ,t_ : '" :"
2. i ...... " q- ";"{ -..,2Ig _ , ; ,..,:
2!6 _:! _,.,''*
, . 217 .C.t ,1( ,, ,/_
Dat& Sheet 1
NOTE: . Reproduce three copies for teBts. Sheet 2 of 3
1966015198-092
" . RYAN ELECTRONICS _.
• " _ no. 52o65-_
Primary Power 28 VDC 26 VDC 29.5 VDC (Delete Two)
Para. Test _. Measured _6 = P 2;,_"
L,
3.10 _(d) Power Supply 1.5 _ VDC /'_7_ ,._'9 Z-,f_'"
w-
(e) Filter 0utput_ Varying Voltage
from 0o5 to 5.0 VDC ._I_'_ _.6&_
No Ground Effect _'_
(f) .aGO -0.6 to 0.0 VI)C T:-,37 _ -0.0?7
No Ground Effect
No Ground Effect 0 /_"
'_"(h) Transmit Sig. H.V. ON -C_: " n n5 VIE --,..'.,.6,_;
H.V. OFF 0 + 0.02 VDC --0.0/
No Ground Effect £2 /_
3.Ii Power Consumption Oven OFF-less than 65 W. _" / _/
Oven ON-less than 80 W. 7 3 _v
Data Sheet i
Sheet 3 of 3
NOTE: Reproduce three copies for tests.
t,
1966015198-093
" RYAN ELECTRONICS
REPORTN0. 52065-2A • ,,-:.
• FQ,
Test Performa-.ce Date / / /- / "//"_
Eqpt. Model 520 p,_:1- Al_,imeter Test ,_n_r.--+* : i ; "__i.'_'_
,,_
Rel'.PrlmaryPara.P°_:er-h,28_2VDC _ _ (Delr__:e., nvo] "_'-__ _-" --_. . ..
Psa'a. m ._
--. ,__ _ ____.:. Reqm_nt. Me_sured
3.1 Trans. Freq. 163.0 + 5 MC /_//. /
3.2 (£) (e) I{Igh Freq. As Measured _/_//_,j_._______
(d) Low Freq. As Measured /_/_ ,
O(5)(b) _ar:d;as_ 3.0._0.5Me _.
(e) Center Freq. Equal to 3.1 within 0.5 MC /_//.-_
3.3 (3) (a) Noise Ind. 0.2 to 0.4 VP/P ½"/;
(d) I. Noise insertion As Measured (DB) ,t" /
2. Correction (1.75 DB at 1.610 KMC) A /{
3- Cable Loss As Calibrated _J /)
5. Noise Factor Shall not exceed 8.0 DB 7, _/_
3.4 , PRF 14400 ± 2 counts /_/_/CO
3.5 Pulse Width From 0_8 to 1.1 us. _ _ "
, Rise Time Less than 0.I us. (10% to 90%) 6),g9 _,,4S
Decay Time Less than O. 5 us. (90% to 10%) ___L_._
3.6 - Trans. Power 5 KW Min. _--_#%_'vV
3.7 Clock Freq. (20 Me) 212.33664 x l06
+ 212 counts _/_,_3_
Clock Freq. • (2 CPS) i00 + 2 counts /O O
3.8 Vert. Velocity .Ascending at
Tracking at 6KM/sec. 50 to 175 KM 62/<
175 to 400 KM O_
Descending at
400 to 175 KM (_ ,_"
175to5om_ _ _:_/_.o o
Accuracy i_59.18 ± 0.203_ us. ___]-
386.l_±o._o_us. _<C._S
_._o (a) _it Sign_ _±o.5we %__
o ± 0.5 voo _' _@C
Data Sheet 1
Sheet 1 of 3 •
NOTE: Reproduce three c0_les for tests.
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1966015198-094
' RYAN EL_'CTRONiCS /
REPORTNO. 52065-2A 6
Prlmsry Power 28 VDC -26 VDC _975-'VDC(Delete Two) __:i_,
Para__ Test Reqnlnt. Measured
3.10 (b) Elapsed Time Word _ + 0.5 VDC iND. ON OFF
20Indicator ON __
0 ± 0.5 VDC 21 :_ ;.i
22Indicator OFF . ....
23 ,- .. _ ,.
2 4 .."i ,
25 : ,. _ ,
27 , :
28 ,
(c) Altitude Word 5 ± O.5 VDC IND. ON OFF
Indicator ON 20 "-"_i ' , !
0 ± 0.5 VDC 21 1 .-t.,. _ ,
' Indicator OFF "22 I _" '_ = :i
2_ i':"i , i
20 24 _ i , -_NOTE: Indicators through may _ ")".'_ .;f}
Jitter too much for an accurate 25 [ ,} - I ' '
26 -"voltage measurement. For the3e "" I _, /,
e-e I
check that the voltage is present 2 . _",_ '
I - ior absent. 28 - _'_ _,
2,I .,I
__:__I ,i ,_.
i 2-_.2' -_ i-? /
"213 D_i - /
l_ _, _ .i
j ; /215 _> : , ,
2"_ .7.__i ,t
i 17 _..i t ),
Data Sheet 1
NOTE: Reproduce three copies for tests. Sheet e of 3 -' I
1966015198-095
" RYAN ELECTROI_ItCS" "' ""
_P0_No.52o65-2A O0J_:._o -0<
J/y.2
Primary Power 28 VDC 2"_"_C _C (Delete Two) GJ';"_
pars. Test Reqmnt. Measured
3.I0 _ (d) Power Supply i.5 _C
(e) Filter Output Varyir_gVoltage
from 0.5 to 5.0 VDC _'"_ P'_'J_
No Ground Effect /_ i_
- ,_(f) AGC -0.6 to 0.0 VDC
-' NoGr_ _t_ o tc-
" _'(g) Reliability Track #/- _ VDC _..
- oK
NoGroundEf_ _N _ --_J.0_ V(h)Tr_,,Itslg. H.V.ON_ VDC
H.v.OFF0 ± 0.02WC -0, oo 7'
No Ground Effect _)l'q.-
_/"7
3.11 Power Consumption Oven OFF-less than 65 W.
Oven ON-less than 80 W.
Data Sheet i
Sheet 3 of 3
NOTE: Reproclhcethree copies for tests.
e.
1966015198-096
RYAN ELECTRONICS
.'._-' , ,_ \_./ .._
REPORT NO. 52065-_A -
,_ Performa-.ce D_te
Model 523 f_a6:_r /-?. ;,ime_,er Test Eng_-Jr_J_'_cX_"_ "_-_-_-E,:nt.
Serial _o. _I Witness q___hVj__--_--'--_"
Primary Po',:er _ _DC i_6 i,DC 29.5 VDC (Delete _,_'o) "
Ra;". Pars. -7_.2
Par&. m _.
_- __ ._, Reqntnt. Measured
3.1 Trans. Freq. _o_ + 5 MC /_/_
3.2 (!+) (e) IllghFreq. As Measured _{__L___O
(d) Low Freq. As Measured / _ / O.
(5) (b) _.>'.dpa_ 3.0 __0.5 MC _,_/.
(e) Ceuter Freq. Equal to 3.I within 0.5 MC /6/_,
3-3 (3) Ca) Noise Ind. 0.2 to 0._ _?/P _--
(d) I. Noise Insertion As Measured (DB) --- #
2. Correction (1.75 DB at 1.610 KMC) _. "---
3. Cable Loss As Calibrated ---
5. Noise Factor Shal_ not exceed 8.0 DB _ 7' _
3.4 PRF 14_00 ± 2 counts /_IZ/oi_O
3.5 •Pulse Width From 0.8 to i.i us. Q,_/
Rise Time Less than 0.1 us. (10% to 90%) Oo # '
DecayTime Lesstha_.0.5 us. (90%to 10%) .g_wC__
3.6 Trans. Power 5 KW Min. _" 7 A-,_%/
3.7 Clock Froq. (20 MC) 212.33664 x lO6
± 212 counts 21 203 V/_9
Clock Freq. (2 CPS) I00 + 2 counts /Q O
3.8 Vert. Velocity Ascending at
Trackir_ at 6KM/sec. 50 to 175 KM CgZ/
175 to 400 KM _/c
Descending at
400 to 175 KM ...._ j<_
175 to 50 KM _____
3.9 Overall System 2411.63 + 0.2034 us. _/, /. (_
Accuracy 1459.18 ± 0.2034 us. I__L-
386.17+-0.203_ us. _ :.<6, __
3.10 (a) Irk,lbit Signal 5 ± 0.5 VDC _, @/
0 + 0.5 VDC o._-
w
Data Sheet I
Sheet i of 3 • !.
NOTE: Reproduce three copies for tesGs. '.
_' • % I i
1966015198-097
• er- "
:, ' RYAN ELECTRONICS (4,.) _"
Primary Power 28 VDC _o-VS_' _ (DeleteTVo )
Pars_..._..=. Test Reqz_ut, Measured
3.10 (b) Elapsed Time Word 5 ± 0.5 VDC Q_____.____
Indicator ON _/"_- '_'2
21 V, _- o 2_"0 + 0.5 VDC
22 "/. 6 o '.__-Indicator OFF
23 "7._, _-',_0
24 "/.& ,'_ _,'u
25 _/,_j :..'_ o
26 -/. ;_ _ .Vo
2 i' 1-/. 6 ,_'.'70
28 4_ ,o,_i_
(c) Altitude Word 5 + O.5 VDC I._D. ON i OFF
Indicator ON ._U -;". I,,, I O, l
0 + 0.5 VDC 21 .5_.4 I '°'I
22 "'<' / t c, !Indicator OFF " "
23 J" / I _'.,I
"24 "'"_ I o_tNOTE" Indicators 20 through 24 may ..
Jitter too much for an accurate 25 j*, I I d,./
26 Ivoltage ;neasurement. For these J', I _o, t
check that the "voltageis present 27 ,f*' 7- I o ./_"
'"--' I Jor absent. 28 _C,/ co. 2
• I29 J'. I _' ,_210 J', I O. 2-
2ll -".I I o,Z
..21.2 i J'" I I O.
2_-_,,£[.,/ o.z.
az_ .5-:.o o ,L
-2l_ _, I o,;,:,Z
2 i6 I.Z O,Z
'217 ,3",t _,Z.
Data Sheet 1
NOTE: Reproduce three copies for tests. Sheet 2 of 3
42
1966015198-098
: • REPORTNO.52065-4A ....' _ -- '
e
Primary Power 28 VDC _ f_9_ (Delete Two)
..:.__- .--..--
Para_.___. Tes____t Reomnt o Measured
3.1o "j_(_) Powersu;ply z._ _---_ IZ/k_ _._'_'/ I._V_ /.,n9
(e) Filter Output' Varying Voltage
from 0.5 to - 0 VDC -.__'';,q. +_,9/9
No Groand Fffect _-
(f) AC,C -0.6 to 0.0 VSC -_, ,: .-,-_.
. - ; .,_-6".¢;_7
No Ground Sffect ":/<
_(g) .+.../:;, _-2Reliability Track VDC
No Ground Effect .... o/f
#(h) Transmit Sig. H.V. ON -&_ VDC - ), 0 7
H.V. OFF 0 + 0.02 V0C ";
No Ground Effect c ,_-
3.11 Power Consumption Oven OFF-less than 65 W. _, :.'_ . uV
Oven 0N-less than 80 W. 70 _J
Data Sheet 1
Sheet 3 of 3
NOTE: Reproduce three copies for tests.
i
I
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i
1966015198-099
